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ABSTRACT

The research work reported in this dissertation focuses on the

¡nathenatical Ínterpretation of force plate measurements for normal and

abnormal locomotion. A force plate large enough (approxirnately 16 sq.

ft. in area) to accomodate many types of abnormal gait,normally

encountered by the clinician was developed. The force plate was

sufficiently sensítíve to ground-reactíon force measurements in all the

three principal spacial directions to allow the measurement of the subtle

changes in ground-reaction as a result of injury to any of Èhe supporting

lirnbs.

A simple three dimensional model is proposed in order to interpret

the significance of reaction parameters. The ¡nodel input, in the form of

displacenent patterns of lirnb segnents and ground-reactíon forces r+ere

obtaÍned usíng bi-plane photography and force plate measurements

respectively. The nathematical model proposed relates the dynamics of

upper body motion to those of the lower extremity in support phase. A

set of synmetry parameters highly indicaÈive of gait disruption have been

defined. The parameters of symmetry lvhich relate reaction forces as

measured by the force plate t.o asymmetrical characteristics of

pathological gait have not been previously defÍned in the literature.

The present work relates the neasured reaction force patterns to

the upper body notions using the principle of irnpulse and momentum and

force and momenÈ equilíbrium. In the najority of i-nvestigations on gait

analysis the noments and forces at various lírnb joints have been

expressed in the general reference frame. In the present study,
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movements of the segments are related to the angular rotations of the

body fixed coordinate system. Special coordinate transformation

techníques have been proposed and are general enough to accept the large

angular rotations characteristic of pathological gait. The rnoments in

the moving upPer body coordinate sysÈem are then related to ground-

reaction forces through the parameters developed. In this way, the

compensaÈory maneuver brought abouÈ by the upper body 1n the event of

ínjury to one of the supporting members is better understood and

quantified.

The use of the force plate and the mathemaÈical uodel to develop

gaíE parameters for clinical studies is illustrated by analysing certain

subjects with joint dysfunction. The set of force and moment parameters

developed have been used to indicate the degree of syumetry in the

various planes of motion. The parameÈers have helped identÍfy gait

abnornalities, as well as to quantify them. Through cooperatíon with

subjects undertaking physÍotherapy, data have been taken and demonstrate

the use of the gait parameters developed for clinical rnonitoring of

injury recovery rate.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 De fínition of Locomotion

Locomotíon in the most general sense is defined as change of place.

The rhythmical, alternatlng movement of the linbs of the human body to

acconplish this change. of place is referred to as human bipedal

locomotion. Walking from one place to another on t$to legs seems to be a

sinple act but it is a complex interaction betr.reen the forces generated

within the body and several exLernal forces acting on it. In order to

produce or prevent motion at any rnajor linb joint in the body, rnillions of

energy transformations are triggered withín the body. The resulËing

movement of the center of gravity of the body from one place to another

(in the safest, most efficient and pain-free manner) will be termed normal

human locomotion and is one of the primary functions of the neurolnusculo-

skeletal system. In the case of normal gait, the movement of the limbs

are more or less symmetrical with respect to the median plane. The

various planes norrnally considered by anatornists and clinicians for

defining motions of Ëhe body are shown in Fig. l. In the case of

pathologícal or abnormal gait the movement of the lÍnbs even though

alternating, need not necessarily be syrnmetrical .

The human control system automatically ínÈerrelates changing

condítions in the force-motion-position system at scores of joints and the

end product is the resultant ground-reaction force at the foot. The major

locations for the control of Ëhe ground-reaction force in each leg are the

ankle, knee and hip. By proper regulation of moments about each of these

joints, the nervous system controls the rnagnitude and direction of the
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ground-reaction force and consequently controls the movement of the center

of. gravlty of the body. In the case of certain joint dysfunctions and

neuro-musculo-skeleÈal dísease, the precise and efficient regulation

mechanism of the movement of the body does not function well. A person's

abílity to apply and control forces and moments is often iurpaired. In the

event of amputation of one of the major joints or extremit.ies, a

prosthesis restores the possibility of locomotion for an amputee.

Usuallyr a prosthesis is purely a passive device having no active elements

corresponding to muscle. Anputee gait therefore requires an adaptation in

body kinetÍcs and a change in the uÈilization of remainíng musculature i-n

order to ambulate from one place to another. This kind of compensation

from other musculature would in general be found for any pathological gait

condition and the readjustment is a highly individual characteristic.

Exaggerated motions in some linb segnents and reduced motions in others,

resulting in a totally different ground reaction force[9], nay be vierved

as an attempt by the individual to preserve as low a 1evel of gait energy

expendiLure as possible. Therapeutic interventíon of many sorts, such as

assist devices, orthotic devices, prosthetics, rehabilitaËive surgery and

a range of exercise techniques represent attempts to improve abnormal gaiÈ

or represent attempts to develop more normal or stable gait positions.

From time to time anatomists, mathematicians and physicists have

occupied themselves wit.h problens concerning human gait and to trace the

roots of such study would lead one almost to antiquity. Parameters that

are observable on a subjectrs gait such as time duration of support of

each leg on the floor, the duratíon of swing of each leg, angular rotation

of ankle, knee and híp joints are all interrelated. The characteristics
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norúal gaít determÍned with respect to these physical parameters have

been attempted by several researchers ' Forces and moments at various limb

J oints during nornal locomotion have also been investigated and

approxímated using models of varying degrees of complexity. A brÍef

review of various studies is presented in the next chapter. A cornplete

descriptíon of human gait would involve consideration and measurement. of

both the kinernatics and kinetics of the extremities of the limb segments.

Such knowledge, by itself, is noÈ of much value to the clinician until it

' is íntegrated and reduced to a síropler concept of locomotion. Deductions

can then be drawn, clinical progress quantified, and treatment inferred

fron the analysis of the clinical problens thaÈ confront him. Such

locomotion analysis would then help determine the type and extent of gaíÈ

disorder resulting from pathological processes.

r.2 Gait Study in the Past and Scope of Present Study

The distinction of being a path finder in human locomotion sÈudy

should go to BorelJ-i I I ] since he was the first to determine the center of

gravity of the human body and to propose a fundamental concept of muscle

action. He described the forward displacenent of the center of gravity

beyond the supporting area of the foot and the manner in which the forward

swÍnging of the limbs saves the body from losing balance. Following this

study, very little hlas accomplished in the study of locomotion for nearly

one hundred years. The period which could be termed the observational

period 
,of sLudies in gait started hrith l^lilheu and Edward Weber[2].

Several studies of alternatíon of swing and support., the inclinations of

the lower límbs in either phase, the relationship between the duration and
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Le¡grh of the sÈepr the rhythm of alternation fn walking and running, were

atteßpted durlng this period. Once photography was established as a

nediun of recording the phases of gait, the l,lay was open for more

quantitaÈive investígations of velocities, acceleraÈions and moving

forces, - âD outstandíng Paper being the classic work of Braune and

Fischerl3]. Fron this time, nev¡er approaches to human gait opened up

wider possibilities. trIith the availability of hybrid conputing systems, a

comprehensive picture of human locomotion vlas rnade possible. Synchronized

data relevant to muscular activities, trajectori-es of several cardinal

points on the body and the various forces underfoot, w-ith and without the

imposition of special constraints such as pace period have been under-

taken by researchers such as l"lurray[4r5]. l^Jith the application of high

speed computíng systems to gait study, the scope of investigation has

increased rnanyfold in recenÈ times.

To sÈudy Ehose aspects of locomotion which are most germane for

patíent gait evaluation and thus aid in the design of better prosthelic

and orthotic devices has been the aim of several researchers in recenÈ

years. Floor torques and floor reaction forces.have been measured and

applied to the calculation of forces and moments at various joints of the

body. These neasurements and calculations are anaLyzed in conjunction

llith linb displacement data and EMG signals from various groups of

muscles. Normal human gait has been the theme of investigation in the

najority of studies. In a normal human gait the movement of the linbs on

either side of the rnedian planelFig. 1] is more or less symnetrical and,

hence, measurements have been mostly made on one linb in the plane of

progression. Such measurements have been assumed to be adequate. In the
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case of paËhological gait the movement. of the linb in the three

dimensional space need not be syurmetrical[9], and hence measurements have

to be rnade in three dímensional space. Such measurement and the analysis

thaf foLLow have required relatively elegant instrumentation and

nathernatical models. The concept of usíng a force plate (a device that

measures the reacÈion force between the foot and the ground) was not

avaílable to most of the investigators and gait study l/as restricted to

calculation of velocity and acceleration of the moving limbs of the body.

Frame-by-frame analysis of the moËion picÈure fÍln of the subject moving

ín a laboratory environment result.ed in composite tracings and stick

diagrams showing Ëhe position of body segnents. The energy levels and

power flow across human linb joints hrere assumed to represent the

characteristics of human movement. The advent of a force plate by

Cunningharn and Brown[6] in l95I increased the scope of gait studies. Thus

in addiÈion to the kinernatic informatíon on the movement. of the 1ínbs, the

kinetic information through the ground forces is available to the

researchers. Force plates reported in literature are rather small in size

(approxirnately 2 Eo 3 square feet in area) and the subjects have to

constantly ain in order to step on the force plate. This aiming could

result in a constraint on the walk. Some of the subjects investigated as

part of a prelinínary study on Legg Perthes Braces I t0] showed a very broad

compass gait and it v¡ould be difficult to accomodate such pathological

gait on a snall force plate. As pointed out earlier, in the case of

pathological or abnornal gait the compensation for loss of function in one

li-nb or joint usually comes fron other lÍnbs or joints of the body. A

reduced force or motion in one plane of motion, nay give rise to a larger
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above normal 1evel of forces or motion in another plane. This brings

focus the necessíty of three dirnensional measurement for adequately

representíng pathological gait. Mathematical models for hunan body

¡novement reported in literature vary from a sinple one link segmenÈ model

ro Ëhe nine link segment model used by Rauey and yangtTll. some of the

'three-dimensional nodels reduce their clinical applicability due to their

comPlexitY.

In the case of three dimensional displace¡nent measurements,

additional difficultíes arise from the use of several cameras. Because of

the solid, irregular and opague nature of human body segmenÈs, Èhe sane

target fixed to the body nay not be seen by all the cameras at all tiroes.

solutions for such problerns will have to be developed.

The critical period for stability of human body during its

ambulation occurs when it is being supported on only one of the lower

lÍnbs. One of the valuable biomechanical variables for the assessment of

any human movement is the tiure history of the moments at each joint. The

effect of all agonist and antagonist muscle activity is shown by these

kinetic patterns. The net effect of the moveüent of the body about the

point of support at the ground results in a time varying neË ground-

reaction force. As part of the present work the design and development of
a force plate capable of accurately neasuring the ground reaction force
components in three mutually perpendicular dírections was undertaken, The

force plate is required to be large enough to accommodate disrupted gait
without altering a subjectrs stride. The increased mass of a large force

plate w111 tend to lower the natural frequency of the sysÈem as well as

lower the sensitivity in measurements. The design investigated aËt.empts
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to keep the natural frequency of the syst.en well above the measurement

îange and províde a good resolution for force measuremenÈ in all three

dírections '

Sínce normal locomotion has been investigated by several

researchers, the present study will focus on the use and mathematical

interpretation of force plate measuremenÈs for abnormal or pathological

gait conditions. The use of nodels to analyse locomotion in abnorrnal gait

conditÍons has not been reported. A set of parameËers will be defined

which are highly Índicative of gait disrupt.ion but show smaller variation

ín normal gait.

In order to describe the net locomotion posture, a simple

mathematical model thaÈ would present an integrated picture of locourotion

of the upper body with respecÈ to the lower linb will be proposed. The

spatial kinenatícs of linb segments in three dimensional space will have

to be determined and the use of biplane photography for obtaining three

dimensional movement of the body segments will be illustrated. The

traditional locomoÈion analysis considers the motion in a moving

coordinate system, parallel to the general reference axes, and the

computations are reported prinarily in the sagittal plane. In the present

study the movement will be described in the moving body coordinate sysËeü

and special coordinate transformation techniques for obtaining these fron

measured linb narker positions will be proposed. Finally, the use of

force and dÍsplacement measurements and the mathematical nodel along with

the set of parameters for analysíng the characteristics of gait disruption

on certain abnormal gait condítions will be reported.
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General Statement of Goals.

Several weaknesses ln gait analysis up to the present prevent their

f.vLL cLírtical use. These weaknesses will be more fully defined during the

Literature review in Chapter 2 and are summarizeð. at the end of that

chapter. However, there are tr'ro over-riding difficulties in the usual

clinical gait laboraÈory. The fÍrst is the lack of accuraÈe three

d¡nensional reaction force data taken simultaneously with displacement

da1a. The second difficulty is the length of tine required for the daÈa

absËraction and analysis. The first difficulty can be overcome by the

developnent of a suitable force plate systen' which is one of the

objectives of this work. The difficulty of data abstraction and analysis

ís caused, in part, by a lack of simple parameters which give clear

indications of abnormal gait. OfÈen, extremely cornplex matheuatics is

applied yielding conclusions quite beyond clinical interpretation. In

this work the objective ís to use mathematical nodels to develop sirnple

parameters which allow a clinical assessment of gait normality, based on

reaction force measurement and related changes in body segment

displacernents and motions.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEI^I

2.1 General LaYout

A review of literature on human locornoÈion studies presented in this

chapËer ¡sould indicate the constanÈ ínterest and advancements made in this

fie1d. For the sake of convenience in presentatj-on, the literature

revíew in this chapter is divided into five sections which are reviews of:

the normal gait cycle, the force plates used in locomotion analysis, the

displacement measurement techniques, the joÍnt models and some

nathenatical gait models. Areas where further work is most desirable are

Ídentified in detaíl.

2.2 Review of Normal Gait

Human locomotion is a phenomenon of the most extraordinary

conplexity with a multitude of individual motions occuring simultaneously

in the sagittal, frontal and the transverse planes of space. A concept

adopted in several studies assumes that locomotion ís the translation of

the center of gravity of the body Èhrough space along a pathway requiring

the least expenditure of energy. The pathway described by the center of

gravity in the plane of progression is a smooth, undulaÈing, almost

sinusoidal curve. In a síngle cycle of locomotion from the right heel-

strike to the next right heel-strike, the center of gravity of Ëhe body

rises smoothly Èo a summit at 257" of. t,he cycle and at the same time

deviates to the right. As the center begíns Èo descend it srnoothly

devlates toward the left to continue this deviation as it once more
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begLns to rise to a second summít at 757" of the cycle.

I{hen the second summiÈ is reached and the center of mass proceed.s to

faLL, it begins to return gradually to the right and has reached the

centtal- axis of the forward motion as the cycle is complet.ed. A sensitive

balance on each foot exists as the upper body goes through the undulating

notion. A conplete gait cycle is the period from heel-strike on one leg

to the next heel-stríke on the same leg. The cycle is broadly divided

into two phases; the stance phase and the swing phase. Stance phase

begíns at the heel-strike on one leg and ends at toe-off on the same 1eg.

Swing phase begins when t.he stance phase ends and represents Ëhe period

between toe-off (T.0.) on one foot and heel conÈacÈ (H.C.) on the sane

foot.

A complete gait cycle is explained with reference to Fig. 2. St.ance

phase is characterised by six key events. It begins at the instant the

heel touches the floor - rHeel contactt (H.C.). Shortly thereafter, the

sole makes contact with the ground - rFoot. flatr (F.F.). Next the body

weight is swung directly over the supporting extremity - frnid stancet

(1"1.S.) and continues to rotate over the foot. As the body mass above the

ankle conÈinues to roËate forward, the heel lifts off the ground - rHeel

off'(H.O.). Shortly after thís, the body ís propelled forward by the

forceful action of the calf uuscles - rpush-off r. The push-off phase

terminates when the entire foot rises from the ground - rToe offt (T.0.).

Swing phase, as represented in Fig. 2, is divided into three rnain periods.

Just at the end of toe-off, a phase of rapid acceleration (as high as 49

at the ankle) begins. The leg rnust be accelerated ín order to catch up to

and get in front of the body ln preparation for Èhe next heel-contact.

The leg is ín rmíd-swing I position when the swinging 1eg has caught up and
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passes directly beneath the body. It is also the instant at which the

fote and aft shear forces registered on the ground are zero. The

deceLeration phase begins after nid-swing when the forward motion of the

Leg ís restrained by the stretching of the hamstring muscles to control

the posítion and velocity of the foot ímmediately before heel-contact. As

the body alternates from swing to stance on each leg, there is a period

when both feet are ín contact wiËh the ground simultaneously. This

period, termed rdouble supportr, occurs betr+een push-off and toe-off on

one foot and heel-contact and foot-flat on the other. The duraÈ1on of

double support is inversely related to cadence. Figure 2 also shows

temporal components of walkíng cycle. At ordinary speeds, the single leg

slance phase period is approxinately 60% of. Èhe cycle and the swing phase

approximateLy 407.. The perÍod of double support occupies about 25% of. Lhe

gait cycle time and includes a portion of the st.ance-phase time for each

leg.

The continous process of rise and fal1 of the upper body can be seen

by rnonitoring the time varyíng ground-reaction force. A typical tracing

of these force curves for a double step, as obtained by Balakrishnan and

Thornton-Trurnp(il) ís shown Ín Fig. 3. The vertical component of the

reaction force has a double-peak shape and two srnaller peaks; this is due

to vertical upward and downward accelerations of the body. The difference

between the vertical component of floor reaction and the body weÍght is

proportional to the vertical acceleration of the body. The snaller peak

occurs shortly after heel strike, when the body rolls over the supporting

leg and the second peak occurs when the leg rpushesr the body just before

Èhe other leg strikes Èhe floor. The lateral component of the ground
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teactíorL has a very small magnitude but plays a vital part in the lateral

*abíLLEy in walking. As Èhe body weight is shifted from one leg to the

other ¡ the lateral reactíon force must be directed inward with respect to

the body in order to prevent the subject fron falling sidewise. The

nagnitude of this force will depend largely upon the amount of lateral hip

notion. The posterior-anterior (fore-afÈ) componenÈ of floor reaction

force has a typical shape approximating a saw Èooth during the stance

phase. The ternporal variation in this force is due to the fact that. upon

heel strike the force fírst must retard the forward motion of the body and

then a fraction of a second later must províde the push-off or forward

acceleration necessary to continue the forward motion of the body.

I4any departures from these simple features are present ín a

pathological gait,, the most frequent being the lack of forcq and time

symmetry, reduced and non-uniform rates of loading and unloading on the

foot, reduced peaks and valleys and lengthened phases, particularly those

of double support. The asymmetry of force traces may exËend over one or

more feaÈures such as differences during the left and right linb support.

phases, maximum forces or the general appearance of Èhe trace.

2.3 Force Plates Used in Gait SEudy

Force plates are dynamometric platforns designed to measure the

forces exerted by the foot on the ground during walking or oÈher

activities. They are essentially flat plates supported by a base frame.

The base frame or, in certain casesr linkages between the base frame and

the force plate carry t.ransducers to detect the exchanged loads. Reaction

forces between the fooÈ and the ground during walking have been of
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consíderable interest to orthopaedic surgeons for a long time. l'rom t.he

Lílerature available to the researchers in gait study, reasurement of Èhe

ground reaction force was atteüpted as early as L872. This is evident

fron rhe works published by Carlet [12] and l'lareytl3l. The vertical

conponent of the ground reactíon vras measured by them with a pneumatic

ce1l fixed in the sole of the shoe. Other ingenious methods like relating

the inpressions of Èhe foot to the forces exerted on a floor made of

plaster of paris - tseelylf4], have also been reported. Abrahamson[15]

studied the inpressions left on a lead plate when the subject walked upon

iË hlith steel shots fixed to the shoe. tihile the above studies would help

in understanding t,he load distribution under the feet in static

conditions, the applicabÍlity of such rnethods for a conÈinuous monitoring

of forces on a dynamic state as would be encountered in human locomotion

is limited.

t'iiLh the advent of photography as a means of recording measurements,

Elftrnanl16] fiÌned Èhe underside of a corrugated mat placed on a glass

plate. The deformations produced due Èo the forces when Èhe mat was

walked uPon were taken to represent the load distribution. Barnett [ 17 ]

devised a box of vertical perspex rods whose vertical displacement into a

rubber suppor! could be filmed from the side when the subjecË walked on

the upper surface. Thus wit,h the introduction of photography, the

recordings of pressure distribution under the feet in a dynamic state was

presented as a possibility.

The first device capable of measuring the three components of the

floor reaction on the feet was reported by Amar[I8J and Elftmanl19].

VerÈical deflections of four springs supporting a level plate were
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and compared to a calibration chart for determini-ng the vertical

. The horizontal loads were measured as a function of bending of the

lngs in the horizontal Plane' Both the devices of Elftnan and Amar'spt

rìIete entítely nechanical and a permanent record of the measurement was not

possible ' Elftmanrs force plaÈe was perhaps the most direct and accurate

devÍce reported up Èo that time. However, the large deflections of the

walkLng surface, inertia of the force plate and friction in the linkages

were found to produce large errors. While efforts were being made to

neasure forces usÍng a supported platform, SchwarÈz and Heath[20] and

Baumen and tsrand[21] investigated the use of electronic transducers for

measuring forces. In their studies pressure sensiÈive discs were attached

to the foot for measuring forces. This principle is used even today by

several researchers. Instrumented shoes have a tendency to alter t.he gait

of the subject and measure the force only at a specific point on the feet.

The advent of an elecËronically instrumented force plate developed

by Cunningham and tsrown[6] allowed the addition of new dimension to force

measurements. This is demonstrated by the works of tsresler and

t'rankel[22] who, using Cunninghamrs force p1ate, obtained the three

components of momenÈs at the lower lirob joints. Cunningham's force plaÈe

I¡/as a rectangular flat plate 15" x 20", and rigidly supported aÈ each

corner by tubular columns. Vertical load and its posiÈion was deternined

by means of t,hree pairs of axially placed strain gauges. Shear force on

the top plate in each of the coordinate directions I¡Ias measured by a

cornbination of eight gauges, responsive to the bending strain in the

columns. Torque about a vertical axis of the force plate rüas neasured by

the same set of eight gauges switched in a different combination. The
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LLnearíty in calibration of such a force plate is claimed to have a

naximum deviation of less than 3 pounds in the verEical direction. The

avetage deviation was one pound in the shear üeasurement and seven inch

pounds in torgue values. Damping of the force plate was found necessary

and r.ras achj-eved by a thín layer of fluid between the top force plaÈe and

a paraLl-el botto¡o plate. A leaf spring was interposed between the two

plates for addiEional darnping. The available publications on the force

plate do not report the cross-Èalk between the various transducers. A

rigidly supported force plate wit.h each supporË carrying several

transducers will generally produce large cross-t.alk. Since the horizonÈal

components of force produced in walking are considerably smaller in

magnitude when compared to the vertical eonponent, any large errors

introduced in their measurement due to cross-talk would reduce the

usefulness of force measureüent.

llcl,eish and Arnold[23] improved the sensitivity of ground reaction

force measurement by supporÈi-ng the force plate on vertical and horizontal

st.eel strips. Several support strips with st.rain gauges mounted on them

measured t.he forces in the respective axes. The suspension system adopted

in t,heir design improved the sensitivity in force rneasurements by nearly

five tines when compared to the column supported design of Cunningham.

Grundy et aLL24l adopted the same design of support systems and the force

plate had a glass walkway set in the niddle for synchronized photography

of the sole of the foot,. From Ehe filn and force Deasurement, plots of

center of pressure along with the force curves were obtained for several

normal subjects. Other investigators - Paul and l"lcGrouther[25], Paul[26]

have used sinilar force plaEes in their studies. It is difficult to
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coo'ate the performance of the different force plates discussed so far, on

the basis of force tracing obtained fron different subjects. The

chatacteristics of the force plaee such as natural frequency, resolution,

cross-talk are not generally well documented.

The introduction of miniconputers and microprocessors has given rise

to the development of computer based force platforms in recent years.

DaËa processing of force infornation, modelling, simulaËion and prediction

of hurnan gait analysis are all feasible for Lhe experinentalist without

having to spend many rnan hours. It took Bresler and Frankel[22] nearly

500 nan hours to analyse one stride of force daLa.

A study related to analysing Ehe moving pattern of point of

application of the vertical resultant force during level walking resulted

in the development of a triangular force plate by Yarnashita and KatohL2Tl.

The force plate was righL isosceles trj-angle in shape, supported at its

three vertices by load cells of high rigidity. The load cell was

sensitive t.o forces in the vertical direction only. The unknown

coordinates of the vertical force acÈing on the platform were determined

by measuring the reactive components at the three vertices. The accuracy

of this geometry with just three supports at corners depends mainly on the

accuracy of the load cell. For a static calibration the error was less

than 5% except for a few points around the vertex where a maximum error of

10% was found. A satisfactory (no figures available) dynamic response has

been reported. By using a triangular element, the number of supports r/ere

reduced and lhus the structure becomes statically deÈerminate. Since

Yamashitars force plate can Deasure the vertical conponents only, its

application is limited.
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CoLaLZSl applied the concepÈ of a statically determinale system for

the òesign and development of a nev/ kind of force plate. IÈ was again a

trianguLar element force plate suspended at each corner by two strips. A

set of strain gauges glued to these strips measured the force. Each

suspension element was hinged at both ends and their position in space

will not be affected by deformation of the plaÈe, nor will they be

subjected to any bending. The cross-talk betlreen the transducers with

this arrangement was expected to be a minimum. The natural frequency of

vibration as obtained by them was I9O Hz. Sensitivity \À/as reported to be

1/2 Newton at the plate center in the x-direction, and I/6 Newton in the

y-direction.

A newer approach to ground-force visualization is being attenpted by

several researchers. l^ihilst the information frou force plates have been

providing valuable information regarding kinetic factors influencing gait,

the difficulty of relat,ing the three separate force components and

posÍtional components (coordinates of center of pressure) was always a

problem for use as a clinical evaluation. Cook et aLL29, 30] have

overcome this problern by superirnposing a vector of ground reacÈion force

on a film of the subject ambulating. The system uses the relevant force

plate outputs for the plane of interest. to produce Lissajous figures by

deflecting a laser bearn with galvonomeËer mirrors driven through analog

circuits. The resulÈing rlinet is optically combined wiËh the view of Lhe

subject and recorded on fil¡n. Stallard et. al[31] used. Èhe same principle

but instead of recordi-ng the irnages on film they devised a technique by

which t,he force vector was instantaneously superimposed on a televísion

picture of the subject, by electronically processing Èhe video signal.
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Using the vecÈor display approach Pedotti[32] created on - line

tætfLy díagrans for a spatial-temporal representation of evolution of

gror,nd reaction during each stride. The above principle was investigated

'urt;..er 
by Boccardi et a1[33r35]. The írnages of the vector representing

'tbe gtound-reactlon are superimposed on-line Èo the irnages showing the

posítions of the hip, knee and ankle joint axis. Muscular moments during

sÈance phase were obtained by multiplying the vector arnplitude by its

distance fron the joints in each irnage. All the above investigations on

force-vector visualization can be adapted for any force plate design using

supplementary hardrvare. The vector visualizat.ion approach has great

potential to help the clinicían perform a rapid diagnosis of gait

abnormalities.

From the review of force plaËes, it can be seen that, in general,

force plates are of tvro types. In the first category of force plates,

instrumented supporÈs in the form of columns, cantilevers or some kind of

solid supports were used as base structure and the instrumented supporÈ

act as tranducers. A single support nây carry more t.han one transducer as

seen in Cunninghanfs[6] force plate. In the second category, the force

plate rlas suspended by strips of meÈal and tension changes in the elements

were used as load sensing devices. Golats[28] force plate is one such

example. In t,he case of force plates having supports carryíng nore than

one set of transducers the cross-talk between various signals is bound to

be large. I.Iith a rigid supporÈ syste'û the problem ís nagnified. The

rigid support system will also have a reduced sensitivity. In the case of

the suspended type of force platforms, the alignnent of various

t.ransducers is qufte critical, especlally to ninimise cross-talk error.
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ovísíon for fine balancíng of the force platform has to be provided. It

s not cLear from the publications whether such a provisíon is available

the najority of force plates. The force plates investigated so far

ve the disadvantage of being snall in size and suitable for single step

'gaít anaLYsis' Only that of Yarnashítal27 I could be calibrated by direct

Loað¡¡g of the transducers, but hÍs force plate was capable of rneasuring

only the vertical forces. Following the development of force plates

reported in this thesis, the only other accurate force plate allowing

dírect calibration is the one reported by Golat2Sl. All oËhers require

eíther solution of statieally indeterminanÈ systems based on several

transducer readings frorn the force plate or need further signal

processing.

2.4 KinematÍc Measurement Techniques

The methods and variety of kinernatic measurement of linb segments

are almost endless being limited only by the ingenuity of Èhe researcher

and the facilities available Ëo hin. Anong the many devices used in

understanding hunan motion are goníometers, interrupted light photography,

still cameras, normal and high speed motíon cameras, TV cameras and

x- rays. The najority of sÈudies have used linb displacernent measurement

for a detailed kinernatical analysis. Velocity and acceleration can be

deduced from a seríes of instantaneous dísplaceroent measurements. The

accuracy with which the latter can be measured arid the inherent

characteristics of the requíred process of differentiatíon have given rise

to a number of difficulties. A bríef review on the use of motion filn

cameras and video systems for collecting kínematic infornation will be
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presented in this section'

chronophotography or interrupted light photography was developed by

Vtarey[L3] in 1873. l"Iarey's method utilized a rotating disk with a

varLabLe number of apertures placed in front of the shutter of a camera Èo

üake successive exposures on a single fixed piece of film. The walking

subject wore shiny reflecting buÈtons and reflecting bands on various

segnenËs of the body. A series of pictures were taken of the subject

walking and deductions were made about the way the different segments of

the body moved. Indi-rect deduction of forces acting on the body by

measuring the Èhree-dimensional space-time relationships of various

segments of the body was attenpted in 1895 by Fisher[3r36]. A thorough

analysis of one subject was made by means of stil-l photographs. Geisler

tubes fast,ened to the body segnents flashed intermittently providíng

markers on the still photographs. The investigation was devoted Èo the

graphic representation of the paÈhways of human gait. From the pathways,

velocities ì¡rere calculated and by using the velocity information,

acceleration and floor pressures were also deÈermined. This procedure,

with refinements in analysis, is being followed by several investigators

even today. AbouÈ 20 years after l'isher, Bernstein[37] extended his work

and analysed the gait of several normal subjects. Bresler and

l'rankel[22] in t,heir study of kÍnenatics and kinetics of walking subjects

used continously lighted opthalmoscope bulbs as body markers instead of

shiny buttons. By exposing a filn in a darkened room to Èhe tight 30

times a second, they obtained a photograph containing uany point,s of

light. With these data points they were able to calculate displacement,

velocity, and acceleration of various segments of the leg usÍng graphic
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arithnetic techniques. The disadvantage of the chronophot.ography was

he overlaPPing images of the body markers at the boundaries of the range

ôf notion'

All of t.he earlier studies were done assuming coplanar moÈion and

rhree-dimensional motion studies vlere not attenpted. The techniques

descríbeci thus far would introduce a large number of constrainÈs on t,he

way in r¿hich a subject walked, due to the darkness and the bulky

reflecËors.

The first major measuremenÈ of displacements of the extremities of

the human 1i¡nb was performed by Saunders et. a1[38]. A technique

different from those reporËed so far was employed to determine the

kínematic information. They used a glass walkway to permit displacernent

neasurement in three planes. An Ínterrupted-lighË technique similar to

that employed by lularey[13] was used. Transverse rotation of limb segments

were determined by the use of bone markers. The goal of their study was

to reLate six major deteruinants in locomotion. Using Èhe interrupted

light technique and an overhead mirror, l"lurray et. af[39] and l"lurray[40]

listed the range of normal values for 20 simultaneous gaiÈ couponents

including the serial displacement patterns of the head, neck, trunk, upper

and lower linbs. Examples of abnormal movement. patterns of disabled.

subjects were also Ínvestigated.

Cinematography with both normal and high speed motion pict.ure

cameras has been one of the most widely used systems of kinematic analysis

of motion. After establishment of uotion photography as a nedium of

recording the phases of gait, quantitative investigations on velocity,

acceleration and moving forces could be done more easily. Frarne-by-frame
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ysLs of the motion picEure filn yielded results in the form of

EracirLgs and stick figures showing the position of body segments

uenË times in the gait cycle. Using a computer based system,

E, aL]4lr42l were able to draw tstick diagramst for hip, knee

positions. They employed high speed Photography of subjects and

e marked with blac.k dots on a white area for each dot. The co-

(xry) of the various poj-nËs with reference Èo a background

re converËed to voltages by readíng Ëhe output of a

iplier with an analogue-to-digital converter. A real-Èime

was used for processing the fihn data. background markers were

ly in the same plane as the spots on the subject and whenever Ehe

Lte

subseQ

vand e

ankle

mbs wer

nates

ker we

phot omul t

compufer

not exact

' spots were not moving at the saüe speed as the canera, parallax caused

position errors. Followlng this work a televion-compuÈer system was

employed by tJinter et. alL43r44) based on an interface developed by Dinn

et. alt45l. Some of the difficultíes reported by Kasvand et. aIl4Lr42)

!/ere corrected. The subject was tracked along the walkway al a range of

about 4 meters from the track by a television canera mounted on a Èracking

cart. Larger uarkers were chosen to increase the accuracy of their

calculated centres. By calculating absolute coordinates of the body

markers from deternining their positions relative to the backgroun

narkers, the problen of having to synchronize Ehe speed of camera cart

vlith that of the subject was eliminated. Using this system, a statistical

study on t.he kinematics of normal locomotion was reported. The sÈudy

reported measurements on a group of normal subjects walking at slow,

comfortable and fast candences.
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A commercially available system' rSelspott[46], uses silicon

osensors capable of transducing the coordinates (in a plane) of light

t,íng diodes. Multiple locations are tracked by sequentially switching

l.e.d. narkers. A compuÈer system is needed for processing Èhe data,

nust provide for data storage as well. A somewhat different approach

scríbed by Gilth et. aLl47 I operates with photodetectors locaÈed on

perÈinent Parts of the body while a v-shaped light pattern scans the

object. Information read from the phoÈodiodes enabled the determinatíon

of their planar coordinates with the aid of a PDP-B computer. Andrews and

Jarrett[48] developed a rnultiple camera system interfaced with a PDP-12

computer. The interface stored horizontal and vertical informaÈion in a

buffer menory. The line synchronised signal then transfers the data into

the core memory of the computer. For systems such as the selspot using

switched light sources, cable connections to the subject pose problems and.

are sonevrhat cumbersome. Brugger and Milner[49] exploited the use of a

c.c.d. (charge coupled device) for ímage sensing in locomotion. The

digital nature of c.c.d. devices consíderably sirnplifies the design of the

required computer-ínterface since no analogue-to digital conversion r'tas

required for extraction of the data coordinates. A wide range of frame

ratesr extending from 10 to 300 Hz was possible. The labels or markers

attached Èo the subject need not be point sources and an averaging over

the field of the marker ís clained to iraprove the resolution and hence

careful focussing of the camera is not needed. Using the current state-

of-the arE in the field of rn-icroprocessor technology, a nicroprogramned

processof for locomotion data extraction was built by Slonosky and

Shwedyk[5O]. A standard, 60 franes/sec. , 525 line interlaced Sony video
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ta ls used as an opitÍcal sensor to obt.ain data points. The systern

a samp1er whích collects and stores a frame of sanpled data and the

cessor processes the sanpled data to compute the narker coordinates.

system is capable of storing data for up to 25 uarkers (body or

ference). There are two sample memories, each lK x 16 bits in síze.

sysËen has not yet been interfaced for use in locomotion data

cquisition'

As ís evident fron the revíew, the basic ideas concerníng capture of

ions of the body is by no means a product of this decade, even though

advances have hínged upon several technological developrnents and

innovations particularly over the last century. The practicalities and

economics of particular situations have dictated the method of data

capture. Digital processing would be of considerable help in t,he analysis

of various complex aspects associated wiÈh human gaiÈ. Most of the

studies reported so far have assumed symmetry in motion and measurements

in the sagittal plane have proved to be adequaÈe. In the case of

Pathological gait st.udies, three-dimensional kinernatic measurements will

be needed to describe the complete motion and the recording sysEem must be

able to perceive the marked body locations in Èhree dimensions at all

times. The systems used to analyse the motions must monltor certain

assumptions usually made, such as: a) plane of photography sufficiently

approximates or nodels the spatial motion b) the spatial orientation of

the plane of photography nust be able to be known at all times.

In the case of disrupted gait with unsymmetrical motions in space,

nultiple cameras have to be used for tracking the motions. The optical

axes of the cameras nay be perpendicular and must intersect at a common

point. An additional difffculty of mosË multiple camera techniques is the
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îefrerrt of the filming of the landmarks or targets by all cameras for

níng the three coordinates. Because of the solid, irregular and

nature of the human body segrnenÈs, the same landmark or target Eay

be seen at all tines by boÈh the cameras. Solutions for such problems

have to be develoPed'

5 Joint Model

According to the physiological functions and anatomical constraints

human limb jointsr different types of mechanieal joint analogs'have

assumed by different investigators. The mechanical equívalents for

each joint, its degree of freedon and the associated unknown constraint

forces and moments have resulted in different kinds of joint models. In

each articulating human joint, a total of six degrees of freedom exi-st to

some exËent. However, the anatomist.s have a different understanding of

rdegrees of freedomr; Steindler[72] and l"lacConaill[73] imply that three

degrees of freedom is the maximum number required for anatomical moËion.

The following classification is nade according to the order of increasing

cornplexity.

A hinge or revolute joint is probably the most widely used

articulating joint nodel and has a single degree of freedom. The motion

bet.ween two articulated body segnents is assumed to be a hinge type, when

the motion is characterized by rotation about a single axis fixed ín one

of the segments. Thus, only one independent coordinate, i.e. the angle

forrned between two reference lines inscrÍbed on the segments, ís

sufficient to deÈermine the position of one segment with reference to the

other one. Some representative publications assuming hinge joint models
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have been written by Saunders et. al[38] and tseckeÈt and ChangLT4l.

A spherical model is the next widely used joint approxirnation in

LnvestLgations reported in the literature. There are tI.lo versions of the

spherical joint and both have two degrees of freedom. In the firsÈ

version of the model marked I in Fig. 4, the linbs are rotated about

origin 0. The motion is determined by two independent angles q and 0 and

the axial rotation rþ is assumed to be zero. In Ëhe second version of a

spherical joínt, marked II ín Fig. 4, the axial rotation is allowed but

the motion is restricted to a plane passing through the center of the

sphere. In Fig. 4 the slot defined by angle t$t refers to the plane in

which uotion is restricÈed.

The first version of the spherical joint nodel was used by Paul[56]

for the hip. The knee joint was uodelled in Èhis way by Bresler and

Frankell.22J, Eberhart and Inman[75] and ]lorrison[76]. The second version

of spherical joint has been primarily used for the elbow by Taylor and

BlaschkeT,77), Lreupster[78] and for the knee by Dempster[78].

The socket joint has Èhree degrees of freedom and is most frequently

used for nodelling hip and shoulder joints. The motion is characterized

as shown in l'ig.4 (narked III) by the independent coordinates r{rr 0 and 9.

Dempster [78], Chao[79] have used this type of joint in their

investigaËions.

A planar joint has been used less widely. Such a tyPe of joint

permits motion of the instantaneous axes which are always normal- to Èhe

plane of motion. The primary applícation for planar joint models has been

in nodelling the knee joint, Radcliffe[81]' Snidt[82] and tsurstein and

Frankelt33l.
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A rather complicated joint model possessing six degrees of freedom

Ls t;.,.e general joint. This joint rnodel allows all possible motions

betweeî the segments of Ëhe body. A good application for this joint is

the shoulder joint. ThompsonI84l developed a mechanical linkage system

capable of monitoring the lengths of six links connected via ball and

socket joints to the femur and the tibia for the purpose of studying

notíon of the human knee'

The joint ¡nodels with one degree of freedom are restricted in

applicability Lo single plane motion studies. The three degree of freedon

joint models allow a more general representation of the movements involved

in human locomotion. The six degree of freedom models are probably very

specÍalised and the cornplexity involved in designing the special

instrumentation needed for tracking the motÍons generally prohibits their

application !o clinical sÈudies. A good joint rnodel must permit analysis

of the dynanic moÈions and the selecÈion uust be such as to allow the

quantification of the articulated total body notion at the given joint.

2.6 Human Locomotion lulodels

The data gathering techniques reviewed in the previous sections

resulted in the development of mathematical models of various degrees of

complexÍty to explain the complex motions associated with human gait. The

study of locouotion has gone through a long and colorful history of fitful

development. As contrasted to experimental investigation, the rational

approach entails the development of dynamic models with varying degrees of

detail and sophistication. Locomotion models described in the literature

can be broadly classified into tvro categories. The basis behind all the
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ls r.¡as to visualize the human body as being composed of several

6egûerlts
(or links) to represent the various limbs. The links are joined

together at joints having specified degrees of freedom ranging up to six.

In the first category of models, the applied forces and moments aÈ linb

joínts were computed from known lirnb kinematics (obtained frorn laboraÈory

ûeasurements). In the second caÈegory, the model gives a solution for the

motíon (system response) frorn joint moments (system inputs). The first

ca:Legoty of nodels are sometimes referred to as representing the Inverse

dynanic problem and Ehe second tyPe, the Direct dynamic problem.

Ùlatheroatical and. anatomical analysis of human body motion started as

early as 1898. Fischer, (a mathematician) in cooperation with Braune an

anatonist, investigated the kinetic properÈies of different segments of

the huuan body[51r52]. Using the chronophotographic rnethods developed by

l4areyIf3], I'ischer and Braune used classical approaches of mechanics in

deriving their analysis. BernsÈeÍn[37] extended t'ischerrs work and

concluded that the complexity of locomotion would preclude the smoothing

out of any data (raw daËa as obtained from filning the subjectrs

movement ). l"luch of this pioneering work was aÍned at locating Ehe centers

of gravity of the various segments, their radii of gyration and the

relative mâsses. Elftman[53r54] proposed a methodology for determining

instantaneous values of the forces and torques at the joints in lower

linb. The transfer of energy within the leg and between the leg and the

rest of the body was followed by means of activity of these forces and

torques. Elftman improved Fischerrs work by determining the reaction

: forces at the foot through t,he use of his force platetlgl. He, however

could not solve the hip joint forces. Elftmanrs analytical work was
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LargeLy dormant until 1952 when Bresler and FrankeLÍ22l reported their

Lrwestígation on the joint forces and moments in the leg during level

saLkíng. The principle of dynamic equilibrium of bodies while in motion

was used for the analysis. The internal forces or moments at the joints

r.¡ere expressed directly in terms of reaction forces, gravi-ty forces and

inerËial forces. The mass moment of inertia of the lower extremity for

each subject analysed was determined experirnentally. CalculatÍons of Ëhe

mass, centroid locaÈion and moment of inertia of the combined shank and

fooÈ Írere made using nethods outlined by Fischer[5i] and Weinbach[55].

Cunninghamrs force ptate[6] provided the necessary ground-rèaction forces

r¡easurement. The kinematics of linb segments was obtained by biplane

photography. Breslerrs work was probably the most exhaustive up to that

time and was the first to combine the three dimensional kinetics and

kinematics for human locomotion modelling.

A technique for assessment of rnagnitude and direction of the

resultant forces transmitted at joints in the human body was invesËigated

by Paul[56]. Assuming inass properties, as reported in Braune and

Fischerfs[52] work, Paul proposed equilibriun equaÈions at, each joint.

The moment actions aÈ each joint !ùere assumed to be transmitted by the

development of tension in muscular or ligaroentous connecÈions crossing

each joint and the corresponding reaction at that joint. The ground

reaction force measured by a force plaÈe and photographic records provided

the kinetic and kinematic input for hi,s model. The number of rnuscular or

ligamentous connecti-ons at any joint in the human body exceeds the number

of available equilibriun equations and a guide to the muscles which are

acting at any instanÈ of time has to be obtained by electro-myography.
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rrith this infornation an explicit solution 1s generally not possible.

resultant actions can be analysed by rnaking use of approxirnations.

The various developments in inage analysis briefly descríbed in

sectíon 2.4 províded a plethora of kinemaÈic informatíon to be applied to

aspects of biornechanics of walking. These data range from

nvestigations of the trajectories of 1i¡nb segments, which are fairly

straightforward, t.o considerations of segment energies and energy

transfers across joints. An analysis of the energy components of human

gaíE in the sagittal plane was investigated by Quanbury et. a1[57] and

WinËer et. al[58]. The Èrajectory in absolute coordinates of anatomícal

: narkers fixed to the body was obtained using a TV-computer sysËem 142).

Fron the coordinate data, angles between various linb segments were

conputed along with the velocity and accelerations. The locatíon of the

center of m¡ss of each segment was determined from anthropometric Èables

developed by Contini[59]. Inter-segment forces and floor reaction forces

in the sagittal plane, as well as the instantaneous energy of the shank

foot conbinatíon, were determined from kineuatic and anthropometric

information.

A computer analysís of gaít data to predícÈ floor reaction forces

from the translat.ional and angular accelerations during normal locomotion

was perforned by Thornton-Trump and Dahert60l. It was shown that the

phase of the head-arms-Ërunk system with respect Èo the hip-thigh-shank

systen was important in deÈermining hip monents.

l{ith the developernent of load carrying trípod walkers and robots,

nodels developed for biped machines are being applled to the study of

locomotion. An approaeh to the design of a biped ¡nachine was invesÈigated
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Frank[61]. The design criteria ÍIas to achieve minimum energy whÍle

ntaining stabilityr which is similar Èo the energy efficient motion

that the human body tries to achieve in any kind of locomotion. Frank

nodelled his system with a rigid upper body nass having three principle

axes of inertia. The upper body was attached to two legs of zero mass.

The Leg was capable of supplying a force between the body attachnent point

' u¡¿ the contact point on the ground. A ball joint, capable of supplying

torques about Èhree independent axes, connected the body and the leg. The

object of the investigaËion was to evolve control straÈegies for attaÍning

stable, straight-line motion wiËhout any lateral sway. Rotation abouË

three angular axes and propulsion distance in the forward direction were

used as control parameters. Synchronous swiÈching between the two legs

Í/as assumed as against an asynchronous system. lianrs decision to svritch

load from one leg to another is probably dependenÈ upon his body state and

woul-d have to be treated as an asynchronous system. Being synchronous,

Frankrs model will be liuited to the analysis of biped synchronous

machines.

I[any living organi-sms which move with legs exhibit a property of

novement repeaÈability during different forms of locomotion[62]. This is

especial"ly noÈiceable for locomotion at a constant velocity over a level

surface, e.g. jogging. Some kind of regulaÈion mechani-sms must exist in

these living organisms to maintain these condítj-ons of repeatability.

Vukobratovic et. a1[63] described a method for the analysis of such

systens in dynamic equillbri-um. They assuned that the dynamic equilibrium

in a legged locomotion system coincides with the condiÈions of

repeatability and hence condiÈions of repeatability r¡rere assumed to
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tepteseîE 
a set of necessary conditions for dynamic equilibrium. A

corfitoL system comprising of a foree controller and a position controller

was used by Vukabratovic et. al to maintain the condj-tions of

tepeatabíLity of the system. In brief, the force controller supplies the

forcet independent of the position of Ëhe controlled element, while the

position controller holds a posiÈion independent of the force applied to

the controlled element. A set of differential equations for notion of the

system with the imposed regime of repeatability rrras proposed by

Vukobratovic et. al.

A general theory for the analysis and synt,hesis of bipedal

locomc¡tion I{as the object of a study by Townsend and SeiregtO+¡. Their

rnodel consisted of a rigid upper body wiÈh massless, extensible 1egs.

General equaEions of motj-on for the biped machine were proposed by

Townsend. The model was subjected to motion crÍteria such as maximised

stabilÍty and minimum energy expenditure. Stability was defined in terms

of foot prinE size (obtained by calculating the cenËer of pressure under

the feet). Relationships for calculating machine work and physiological

work were proposed and were used for calculating an efficiency factor.

The efficiency factor indirectly quanÈifies energy expenditure. Various

body trajectories were analysed for optimum performance of the model. The

nodel does not take into accounl peJ-vic rotation with respect to upper

body and upper body rotation was assumed to represent the total body

rotation. In human locomotion the rotations of various segments of the

body are not synchronized and overall stability of the body is broughË

about by the synthesis of motíons in Èhe various segments of the body.
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In recenÈ years, human locomotion is being analysed using various

cíPlines of science' The basic principle of energy efficient motion

prornpted optirnization techniques as a tool for analysing the motions.

and Rirn[65] used the principle of optinization and' in their

is, the joint moments erere iteratively varied until the theoretical

splacements matched those measured in the laboratory. The rnodel was

y capable of motion in the sagittal plane, with the upper body mass

at the hip and the lower limb nodelled as a stick with pin joints

at the various joint locations.

A sinpler approach to the control of upper body in a biped

locomotion system was proposed by Yamashita and Yamada[66]. The model was

analysed by taking into consideration the frictional force betl.Teen the

ground and foot. The body force and moment vectors in the leg supporting

phase were related to the conËrol force and moments defined in the leg

coordinate system. The variabitiÈy in step length together with Èhe hip

moments, defined in leg coordinates were used, as control paraueters for

producing a rotaÈion free upper body. An upper body which was free of

rotation rdas assumed to have maximum stability. The analysis in their

work was nodified to include an extensible feg[67r68]. A prescribed

motion in the form of a sinusoidal displacement at the hip joint was used

as the model input in all their analyses.

In sports, dance or rehabilitation work ít is important to know

which appropriate combination of body-segment movements would accomplish a

desired functÍon. The models reviewed so far have used three segments to

represent the human body. tJith Ehe ever increasing application of high

speed computers to movement analysis, researchers are attempting the
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IcatLot of more complex models for human locomotion. Yamashita and

TagawaL69)
have investigated a multi-segment model with two body elements

(uPPe r and lower torso) and three segmenÈs to represent a,roassless thigh,

shank and foot. The body was permitted movement in three dimensional

space. tsy applying principles of mechanics, the balancing equations for

r'or'ents and forces have been derived for each element. Since the number

of unknown variables exceeds the number of equations, a predetermined

notion was applied to the lower torso to simulate the motion of the

pelvis. The forward speed of the hip was assumed constant and the lower

torso was subjected to sinusoidal oscillation in t,he vertical and lateral

planes. The computer simulation alLowed variation of parameters

associaËed with human movemenÈ and the response of the system \./as

deternined in terrqs of joint moments and forces. The analysis uses the

body fixed coordinaEe system for definíng rotations of the segments. The

rotation angles have been assumed to be small and the transformation

naËrices use the sma1l angle approximation t.o determine the roÈation

matrix.

A seven segment model to represent a human body has been propo'sed by

Onyshko and Winter[7O]. The head, arms and trunk [rurT] are represented as

one segment and six joints - one at each of the hip; knee and ankle

characterised their model. Using linb angles as the variables, the

Lagrangian equations of moÈion for the body were deteruined. The stance

and swing phase were analysed using Èwo different mathenatical

representations. To ease the cornplexity of the constraint equaËions, a

spring and damper coupling r¡Ias used to represent Èhe connection betvleen

the right thigh, left thigh and upper body. The response of the proposed
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eras studied for a prescribed initial condition fn the form of

ed as

displacements and velocities of the limbs and joint moments r¡¡ere

system input. The model was t,ested with several existing record

on such variables. In comParison to other segment rnodels, the above

anaLysLs did not assume any prescribed Èrajectory for motion of various

línbs. The model would permit investigator interaction t.o predict the

tÍajec1ories resulting fron any pattern of joint muscle moments. In the

present forn Ehe model can be used for motions in the sagittal plane

onlY.

A nine segment model was developed by I{amey and Yang[71]. The

segments consisted of a head and torso, upper arm, lower arm on each side

ând the leg and fooE in each lower limb. The upper arm and thigh were

connected to the main body by ball and socket joints and the lower arm and

leg were connected to their respective upper lirnbs by sÍmple hinge joints.

The equations of motions associated with a Èorque-free motion I,iere

developed along v/ith Ëhe necessary transformation technique to define the

known quantities in Ëheir appropriaÈe frame of reference. The model was

used to simulate hitch-kick and somersault and long jump motions.

The mult,i-dimensional, multi-directional movemenE device, namely the

human body has been modelled as being a collection of interconnected

rigid-body segments for developing appropriate equations of motion. The

functÍon of the body nay be to walk in a normal pattern and, in Èhe case

of certain sports activity, it night mean to junp higher while maintaining

a striking pose. The wide spectruu of sEudies reviewed show t,he various

approaches used in gait studies. Some of the models impose a

predetermined trajectory, mostly a sinusoidal displacement pattern at the
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LeveL. This input trajectory was based on the pattern observed in

'nO rrnal focomotion. Such an imposition, howeverr mây not be valid for

parhoLo}ícaL gaLE studies' The aspect, of symmetry is also not likely to

be present, in abnormal gait as pointed out earlier, and asymmetry in gait

can be observed in moÈions in the frontal plane as well as the sagittal

pLane. A model for abnormal gait movements should have no trajectory

constrai"nts and should permit analysis of even undesired locomotion

patterns. Use of optirnizatLon techniques in computj-ng moments at joints

alËers the problem from one of pure synthesis to one of curve fitting the

limb displacement histories.

Description of quantities associated with gait in the appropriate

frame of reference.would be closer to the physiological conditions of lirnb

Bovements and muscle activity. Even though the use of body coordinates

for defining movements has been attenpÈed by a few, the assumption of

sma1l angle theory and vectorial addition of rotation angles to obtain Ehe

necessary rotation matrices is only valid for the analysis of biped

machines which meet those assumpËions. The human body exibits large

rotations of the body segrnents, especially in pathological gait

conditions, thus theory must be modified.

As a result of reviewing the literature on force plates, it was

determined that a large force plate $rith good accuracy in the measurement

of shear force was needed. Ideally, such a plate wouLd be statically

deÈerminate and directly calibratable in each direction. The size of such

a plate is desired to be large enough to allow subjects with paÈhological

gait and/or aids to be wholly on the plate during a full gaít cycle. The

development of such a plate is one of the objecÈives of the current
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fL\resligaiLíon 
and is described in the following chapters.

The mere measurement of forces, however, does not. add greatly to the

bLLLty of a clinician to quantify gait characteristics in terms of normal
a

gaLE' As is apparent in the survey of the literature, much researched

effort has gone into rnathematical models describing the motions of limbs

during locomotion. However, none of the models appear general enough to

accept the large asymetrical motions of pathological gait. In general,

paraneters of symms¡ry which would relate reaction forces as measured by

force plates and asymetrical characteristics of pathological gait appear

undeveloped. It is the purpose of this work to relate the measured

reaction force patterns to the upper body rnotions using the principles of

lnpulse and momentum and also to express force and moment equilibrium in

body coordinat,es, thereby developing simple parameters to allow a

clinician greaÈer ease in quantifying pathological gait. To accouplish

this relationship, large angle transformation matrices to convert data

into body coordinate systems are applied to models of the body motions.

These transformed results are related to the simultaneously measured force

traces and the appropriate paraneters developed. The meaning of the

parameters is t.hus explained in terms of the net body segment geometry

changes necessary to produce t.he reacti-on force paraneters measured.
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPED FORCE PLATE

Introduction

The role of force plates in the study of human locomotion has been

described in the previous chapter. It was noted that in the act of

waLkíng the nagnitude and direction of the force exerted on the ground by

each foot varies wiÈh time. I^Ihen thís force is resolved into three

nutually perpendícular components, the variations ín each of these

cornponents nay be represented by tíme functions. This force pattern'

peculiar to each individual, ís characteristic of the gait. One device

that vrould help record such information on force patterns is a force

plate.

3.2 Design Crit.eria for a Force Plate

From the review of force plates described in section 2.3, various

force plates have used the prínciple of ínstrumenËed supports for

detecting the ground-reaction components and this seems to be the most

practical way from the viewpoint of instrumentation. The statical

determinacy or indeterninacy of a strucÈure is dependent on the number of

unknown support reaction forces or moments. A sËatically determinate

structure is preferable ín view of the reduced algorithms needed in order

to obtain the total reaction forces in the structure. By monitoring the

individual components of supporÈ reactions, the non-linearity and cross-

talk anong the various signals if any, (as could happen in the case of
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LglðLY suPPorÈed Platforms carrying more than one set of transducers)

could be checked and corrected'

majoríty of investigators have used their force plates for the

anaLysís of normal locomotion in the sagíttal plane on1y. The variations

ln nedio-lateral force components have been assumed to be very smal1 and

arl accur^ate measurement of this component r.ras not considered. In the case

of abnormal gait, the movements in the other planes of motion are bound to

be Larger than what is normally present. Hence an accurate measurement of

all the components of ground reactions should be obËained for a proper

undersÈanding of abnormal gait. The force platforms described in the

líterature are also very small and the subjects have to adjust their

cadence in order to step on the force plate. This t¿ould irnpose a

consËraint on the subjectrs gait.

The present design is an aÈtempt at the development of a force

plate large enough to accommodate the cadence of nany types of abnormal

gait normally encountered by the clinician. The design would also aim at

the accurate measurement of all the components of ground-reactions with a

reduced level of cross-talk. From the dynaruic poínt of view, a larger

force plate would tend to reduce the fundamental naÈura1 frequency of the

system and the measurements obtained will be affected. Hence the present

design would attempt to keep the fundamental natural frequency well above

the measurement range.

3.2.1 Layout of the Force Plate

The force plaÈe developed is right isosceles triangle in shape

(Fig. 5) and has a base length of 7fll" and a width from vertex to
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enuse of 31 11 L/2". The force plate weights 110 lbs. The base

ttt.ctLffe of the force plate ls made of several lengths of 2" x I" x L/ 4"

nlLd steel channels welded ÈogeÈher to form an open steel truss . A 31 4"

par tícle board sheet, cuÈ to the dimensions of the truss, is bolted to the

top of the truss and forms a smooth walking surface. The truss provides

fLexuraL rigidity for the force plate. The walkway has approach walkways,

Z0 feet long on either side of the force platform[Fig. 5].

3,2.2 SusPen sion Systern

The force plate developed belongs to the class of the suspended

type, where the force plate is hung from a solid support instead of

resting on solid supporÈ. The suspended type !¡as preferred because it is

possible to use as transducers thÍn steel sectíons on which strain gauges

are mounted. By using this rnethod, it is possible to get cornparatively

large output signals and this improves the sensitivity. The force plate

uses a unique suspensÍon system and the description of the various

elements will be present.ed in thís section.

The three corners of the tríangular truss of the force plate have

steel blocks fixed to them. A threaded hole 5/8" in ¿ia. runs through the

center line of the block from top to bottom. The spatial orientation of

the suspension elements will be defined with respecÈ to a coordinate axis

fixed to the cenÈer line of the force platelFíg.5]. The force plate has

five suspensíon elerqents, one at the apex rBr of the triangular frame, two

at the leading corner tAr of the triangle and two at the trailing corner,

tCt. All the suspension elements to be described in detail, have one end

rigídly fixed to the force plate.
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The three vertical suspension elements (4, B and C in Fig. 5) are

chined to speciflc dimenslons and are identical in all dinensions. The

ror{ central section of each vertical suspension (Fig. 6) element was

n¿chined to Precísion (! 0.001rnms). One end of the vertical suspension

elenent has threads to match the threaded hole in the steel block and the

other end is provided with a adjustable suspension hook. Each vertical

suspension element is screwed Ëo the correspondíng steel block and acts as

a solid connector beÈween the force plate and the solid support. Three

vertical steel pipes of.2 L/16" inside diameter, l/B" wall thickness and

29" Iong are used as solíd supports for suspending the force plate. The

pipes at corners A and C are fixed to a frame work and the frame is

rigidly connected to the floor. The vertical pipe at corner B ís fixed to

a rÍgid solid base. All the three pipes are capable of fine rotatÍons

about their vertical axis for very fine alignment of the force plate.

The alignment procedure will be discussed in a later section. A short

length (approx. 4 I/2")-of horizontal tubing welded to the top end of each

support pípe carries a suspension system as well. The force plate is hung

fron the horizontal pipes by means of a short length of high tensile steel

wire (0.06" día.). One end of the wire loops over the anchor bolts

provlded in the vertical suspension elements and the other end is

connected to the pipe through the suspension hook in the pipe. The weight

of the force plate is dlstributed equally among the three vertical

supports due to the geornetrical symmetry of the suspension.

The suspension arrangement in all the vertical elements allor¿s finer

control of the length of the wire and this enables proper levelling of the

force plate.
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The stabilíty of the force plate in the hortizontal plane was

provided by the suspension elements fdr and ret. The suspension elements

tdt a¡.d ter are square in sectlon (0.5" x 0.5") and 2" long. One end is

threaded into Èhe steel blocks ât corners A and C respectively. The

vertical axis of suspension element tat and.rdf and that of tct and rer

coíncíde and project on opposite sides of the force plate. The free end

of suspension elementrdr has a short threaded sectlon and a grip nut

(fig. 6). Just at the top end of the Èhreaded section two srnall holes

are drilled. The holes inÈersect each oËher at right angles and run

through the body of the horizontal suspension element. High strength

tensile wires similar to those used in the vertical support system pass

through these holes and are connected to tension devíces provided on Èhe

supporÈ frame on each side of the element. A photograph of the force

plate and the suspension systens ís shown in Fig. 8. The gríp nut on the

two horizontal suspension elements fastens the horízonËal tension wires to

the suspension element. The trvo horizontal wires at corner rAr are

parallel to the x and y axes respect.ively of the force plate. The tension

devices on the support fra¡ne can be moved up and down for proper levelling

of the horizontal tensíon wires. The tension in the wires is also

adjustable, and the tension controls the sensitivity and cross-talk. This

will be described under calibratlon procedure. The suspension element

tef at corner tct is exactly identical to the suspension element rdl

except ít has only one tension wire running Èhrough ít along the y axis.

The structural action of the various suspension elements can be

nodelled as follows. The three vertical suspension elemenÈs will act as

point ball joints at the point of connection of the support frame to the
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hlgh tenslle wire and any vertical load will be transmitted as axial load

Eo the suspension elements. Changes in the axial strain can be taken as

dírectLy proportfonal to the changes in the verEícal load. The three

vetlLcaL suspension. elements give rise to three measureable forces in the

vertical direcÈion. The suspension element rdr at corner rAr is held in

space at its lower end by means of the tensíon wíres. This anchored end

structurally behaves as a bi-directÍonal hinge joint and the two reaction

forces in the X and Y dírections will contribut,e to two more unknown but

measurable forces in the system. The forces wíl1 be proportional to the

appropriate bending strain in the suspension system. The suspension

elenent rer can also be nodelled as a hÍnge in the y direction and the

force in that direction will constitute the sixth unknown buÈ measureable

force. The unknowns in Èhis mechanical sysÈem are the magnítudes of the

forces in the six hínge joints described above and their number equals the

degrees of freedom of t.he force plate. Thus, the force plate is reduced

to a statically determinate structure.

3.2.3 Force Detection

In order to measure the forces exerted by the subject walking on the

force platform, strain gauges positioned in the suspension elements rÀrere

utilized. The strain gauges in the vertical suspension elements respond

only to the axial strains produced duríng load changes while the strain

gauges in the horizontal suspension elements respond only to the bending

strain produced about the appropriate axis during load changes.

The two opposite faces of the vertical suspension elemenÈ [Fig. 6]

have carefully machined flat surfaces and carry a resistance type wire
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stÍaifL gavge on each of the vertical faces. The longitudinal axis of the

s,rair. gatJge lies parallel to the axis of the suspension element. Thus

the two strain gauges wí1l respond to changes in axial strain. The

substraÈe carries t$ro more gauges which are inactive to strains and are

used for temperature coupensation. The compensation gauges are orientated

ín the lateral direction and, hence, will be insensitive to axial strains.

The four gauges used in each vertical suspension elernent are connected to

the four arms of a wheatst,one bridge. Due Èo the point ball, joint action

of the suspensíon wire, the vertical suspensíon element.s will noÈ be

subjected t,o any measureable bending moment for the displacements caused

by anticipated forces. As an extra measure to ímprove the sensitivíty of

the vertical force transducer, the two active gauges are connected to the

diagonally opposite arns of the wheatstoners net,work and this improves the

sensitivity of the transducer to axial strain and, at the same time,

renders it i-nsensit.ive to any bending strain. The strain bridge

configuration is shown in Fíg. 9.

The horizontal force component detection transducer works on the

principle of measuring the strain produced due to bending on the

suspension elemenÈs rdr and ref. Suspension element rdf carries four

gauges, one on each of Èhe vertical faces [Fig. 7]. Each set of gauges on

opposite faces are perpendicular Èo the tension wires and any lateral

shear force applied to the force plate, results in a bending of the

suspension element. The gauges in the YZ plane measure the bending strain

produced due to longitudinal shear force (X-component) and gauges in the

XZ plane measure the bending strain produced due to lateral force along

the Y-axis (Y-coroponent). Suspension element ter carries just Èwo active
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gatJges on faces in the XZ plane and is constrained in the Y-direction

otLy. Thus the bending strain produced due to lateral force in element

r"r is measured by these two gauges. The gauges in elements fdt and rer

are connected to the arms of a wheatstone bridge with two compensation

g¿uges in each network. The elements are made insensitive Èo axial

straíns by connecting the trdo active gauges Èo the upper arms of the

bridge. The horizontal strain bridge configuration is shown in Fig. 10.

3.2.4 Force Detection Instrumentation

A simple representation of the ground-reaction force resulting from

a subject stepping on t,he force plate is shown in Fig. 11. The ground-

reaction force vecÈor is resolved into componenÈs in the three orthogonal

directions - by t.he force transducers descríbed previously. These

components are: i) F* (referred to as longitudinal or posterior-anterior

or fore-aft shear force), íi) F, (lateral or medio-lateraL or righÈ-left

shear force) and iií) F. (the vertícal force component). The
L

instrumentation to be described will rneasure these three reaction

components as the subject traverses the force plate. For thÍs purpose,

each of the suspension elements of the force plate hrith strain gauges

nounted to Èheir substrate was designed Èo functÍon as a transducer. The

total vertíca1 reaction force distributes itself among the three vertical

suspension elements tat, tbt and tct. The distribution of these reaction

forces depends on the position or point of applicatÍon of the external

force on the force plate. If the external force is applied at the

centroid of the force plate, the Èhree vertical suspensíon element
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teac¿lorL forces will be equal in magnitude. In a similar way, the

horlzonLal force component F, is dist,ributed between the türo suspension

ele¡nents 
tdr and ret and the horizontal force comPonent F" is carried

whol1y by the suspension element tdr. The straín gauge networks on each

suspension element is connected to six individual strain bridge

anplifiers. A regulated D.C. supply (5 Volts) is used for excítatíon of

straín bridges. Each bridge arnplifier has a balancing potentiometer and

buílt in insLrumentation amplifiers with varíable gain controls. The six

analog amplifiers containíng the circuitary for bridge excitation,

balancing, ealibration and scaling are shown in Fig. 12. The analog

amplifiers converÈ the strain level in each bridge to proportional

electrical outputs and, by proper ealibration, the electrical outputs

will represent the force of each suspension element. The procedure for

calibration of force plate is explained in a subsequent section. Each

transducer measures the force applied to the corresponding suspension

element. in one of the coordinate axes and further processing of the

sÍgnals is needed to get the total reaction-force component. If V., Vb

and V" represent the outputs of transducers tat, rbf and tct, proportional

to loads FZ^r' FrO and Fr" carried by each vertical transducer

respectively, the total output for the resultant vertical load will be a

sum of these three out,puts.

uroar, = ur * uo * u" 3'2'4'l'
Th. VTorr, i-s proportional to the resultanÈ vertical load on the

force plate. In the same way, if }fl represents the output of horizontal
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sducer rdr corresponding to a lateral load Fr" at corner A and theM3'

tpÚt of transducer ter corresponding to a lateral load F at corner tc|
Yc

úhe resultant output will give the tot,al

+M I

lateral force on the force plate.

3.2.4.2l,t
Total

M
3

Hence, MTotr' is proportional to the resultant mediolateral force Fr.

The longitudinal load (X-direction) on t,he force plate is entirely carried

by the suspension element rdr. This element will give a sígnal

proportional to the total fore-aft. shear force on the plate.

Hlongitudinal (tt)=uxx c
3.2.4.3

A set of operational anplifiers are used for processing the individual

outputs and the schematic díagrarn in Fig. 13 represents the scheme

fo1lowed.

3.2.5 Alignment and Calibration of Force Plate

The force plate developed uses a suspension system that is unique in

force plate design. The three dimensional hinge behaviour of each

suspension system allows the function of each Èransducer to be independent

of one another and structurally connected to the force plate through the

suspension wires. After trying several types of suspensíon devices, the

present hinge system was evolved. The geometrical arrangement of

suspension systens allow them to be sensitive to force actions in one

direction only. The flexible coupling in the form of a wire suspension

provÍdes a frfctionless jofnt between the force plate and the supportíng

structure. This allowed the transducers to be very sensítive to snall

variations ln the loads. In the case of vertical suspension elements, the
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coupling betr¡/een the wires and the suspension elements provide a pin

flt. In the case of horizontal suspension elements, the pre-tension in

vrires always keeps the wires on eit.her side of the suspension element

tenslon and does not permit any displacement of the elements in that

ction The long 1eng rh of wl- re a1 1OIÀ7S f ree de f I ect 1on of the

ion elements for loads Ín the vertical direction in the measurement

The suspension system with the various transducers separated from

one another was expected to reduce the cross-talk considerably. The

süructural action of each transducer would also permit direct

lnterpretaÈíon of output.s of each transducer in terus of forces. Above

all, Ëhe force plate could be easily calibrated by rnonitoring the

lndividual support reactions. This was a direct advantage of rnaking the

structure statically determinate.

The geometrical arrangement of each suspension element being

inportant for the perforrnance of the force plate necessitates a precise

alignrnent of the various elements of the force plate. The basic

requirement for alígnment of the force plate ls the accurate orientâtion

of each transducer in the respecËive directíon of load action. The axes

of the transducers should coincíde with the line of action of the support

reacÈion in the case of a vertical transducer and should be perpendicular

Ín the case of horizontal load sensors. The plane of the substrates

containíng the strain gauges should be parallel to Ëhe reference XZ or YZ

plane depending on the force component they are measurlng. A systemaÈic

alignment procedure was carried out as follows; the force plaÈe was

relieved of its horizontal suspension wires by loosening the gríp nut

provided at the tip of suspension elements rdr and fer. This way the
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fotce plate ís free to move horizontally in space and hangs from the Ëhree

sertLcaL t.ransducers. The force plaLe is in perfect alfgnment, ln the

vertLcaL plane if the axes of the three transducers a, b and c colncÍde

wíth the poínt of suspension on the respective vertical supports. In

otder to avoid a very large mismatch ín Èhe vertical alignment, precaution

¡¡as taken at the fabrication stage t.o transfer the point of suspensíon on

to the laboratory floor and orienÈate the support frame close to a final

alignment. The smaller deviations in the vertical alignnent were then

corrected by rot.ating each vertical support, about its vertical axis.

The second sÈep involved alignment of the X and Y reference axes fixed to

rhe force plate. l{hen aligned, they should be parallel to the floor. In

order to achieve this requirement, levelling of the top surface of the

force plate is carried out simÍlar to the three point levelling procedure

commonly adopted in survey instruments. The length of the three vertical

suspension wires can be varied to lift the force plate at any of the three

corners. The balancing procedures outlined above bring about a proper

alignuent of the reference coordinate system fixed to the centroid of the

force plate along with the vertical suspension elements. Finally the

alignnent of the two horizontal suspensíon elements tdf and ref wiÈh

respect to the reference frame is carried out as follows. The three axes

of the suspension elements tdf and ret should be nade parallel to the

reference axes and t,he three horizontal suspension wires attached to the

suspension elements should also be Ln a horizontal plane and parallel to

the measurement axes. The horizontal suspension elements can be rotated

about their vertical axes and this would enable orientatíon of Èhe axes of

the suspenslon elements. The tension wires are also brought into proper
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tation by rnoving the anchor blocks provided in the support frame, to

, they are aÈtached. At Ehe completion of the alignment procedure,

varíous suspension elements are firrnly secured Èo the respective

rË structures and the force plate can be calibrated for force

asurements '

A predetermined tension (arrived at on the basis of maximum expected

oad) ís applied to the horizontal tension wires prior to calibraÈion. To

, calibrate the force plate in the vertical direction, the calibratíon ríg

shown in Fig. 8 is used. The vertical calibration rig (A in Fig. B) is a

horizontal beam pivoted at one end to a rlgid supPort and carríes a

rnovable collar. The novable collar transfers the load to the force plate.

The other end of the beam has a hook fron which known static loads can be

hung. Graduatíons on the beam would give the posítion of the collar and

hence the load transferred to the force plate can be calculated. The

collar is moved over the centroid of the force plate and known loads are

applíed to the end of the beam. The reactíon load at the centroid

distributes Ítself equally among the Èhree vertical supports. The gaín

control on each vertical bridge aroplifier ís adjusted to a predetermined

output. The individual vertical arnplifiers should have the same output

for any load applied aË the centroid. For the present study, the gain

factor kras set at 10 nillivolts/lbf. Sínce the weight of the force plate

distributes itself equally among the three vertical transducers, the d.c.

offset on each vertical amplífier is adjusted to produce a null output for

zero external load on the force plate. The calíbraÈion curve for the

vertical transducer ís shown in Fig. 14 and 15.
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Íhe príncíple lnvolved in calibrating the horizontal t,ransducers is

sLmíLar to the calÍbration in the vertical direction. Loads to

esent laËeral shear and longítudinal shear are applied to the X and Y

ction of the force plate using a calibration frame (B in Fig. 8).

LabLe gain controls on each st,rain bridge anplifier can be adjusted to

t desíred output in boÈh the horizontal directions. The calibration

is shown in Fig. 16.

,2. 6 Dynanic Response of the Force Plate

The natural frequency of the force plate was obtained

experirnentally. A vertical load of 250 lbs ¡tras applied to the cent.roid of

the force plate using the calibration rig rAr in Fig. 8. The calibration

.r ig was roodified to enable a quíck release of this load from the force

plate. The sudden release of Èhe load (achieved by cutting a string

attached to the calibration arn) would represent a step load on the force

plaÈe. The output from the force transducers \,vas recorded on a storage

scope and Fig. 17 represents one such trace. The abscissa represent,s time

and the ordinate corresponds to the vertical load on the force plate.

From an inítial load of 250 lbs, the plate response to the step load was

record.ed by releasing the 1oad. ,From the response trace shown in Fig.

17, Èhe fundamental natural frequency Lras calculated by obtaining t,he mean

perÍod for ten consecutive peaks in the trace shown in Fig. 17. A

fundauental natural frequency of L7.22 HZ was obt.ained using this nethod.

A sinilar procedure was adopted for determining the dynanic response in

the horizontal direction. The plate was loaded in Ëhe horlzontal

direction using the calibration frame tBt, shown in Fig. 8. The plate
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se hTas obtained by suddenly releasing the load. The fundamental

LuraL frequency in the lateral direct,íon l¡ras measured and found to be

,L llz. A further check was done by applying oscillatory loads for

îeqtJeîc ies of up to 5 HZ at the centroid of the force plate. The output

a Load cell ínterposed between the loading frame and force plaÈe

tPut ltras recorded simult,aneously. The outpuÈ from the two followed

selY.

2.7 Cenrer of Force DeÈection

The concept of cent,er of pressure has been used in the studÍes of

locornotion to describe normal and paÈhological gait (Cunningharn [6],

Grundy et. aLÍ241, Yamashita et. a1[27]). The center of force at any

instant during foot-ground contacÈ is the projecÈion of the centroid of

the vertical force distribution on the ground plane. In effect, it is Èhe

location where the resultant force vecÈor would act if it could be

considered to have a single point of application. The present study does

not use the center of force as a major determinant in the analysis, rather

the coordinates of the point of application of the ground to foot vector

as measured by Ëhe force plate, were used ín conjunction r+ith the foot-

ground contact point established from biplane motion pictures for

determining the lower li.nb displacement.

To locate the cenÈer of force application requires thaÈ the force be

located in the longitudinal and lateral direction of the force plate with

respect to a reference point. I^lith reference to Fig. 18, usíng the apex

of the triangular plate as an origin and assuming a known force acting at

an unknown point (xry) on the force plate (Fig. 1B), the unknown

coordinates fxt and tyt can be determined by ueasuring the reactÍve
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cornponents at the three verÈices of

procedure could then be enployed.

F=F +F

the force plate. The followíng

z

where are the three vertical forces at

the plate vertices obtained from the three vertical transducers.

Taking moments about the sides BC and BA (Fig. tB) of the force

pLate,

a
x=¡-o

F
z

cy = -¡i- . L 3.2.7.3

where L is the length of side AB of the force plate.

By measuring the reactive force components at the corners of the

force plate, as described in prevíous sections of this chapter, the point

of force application during walking can be determined as a function of

time. The point of applicaËíon of force was used only to a linited extent

in Èhe study reported in this thesfs. The center of force obtained for a

single st,ep and double step stride is also represented by dots in Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 represents the trace of center of the force as determined by the

force plate for a roller skater execuÈing a rspinr while on the force

p1aÈe. Figure 19 also shows the center of force for a load ro11ed along

the sides of the force plate. The center of force nas used ín a study

perÈainl-ng t.o forces generated for different naneuvers in roller skating,

Balakrishnan and Thornt.on-Trurnpt34l. The performance characteristics of

the force plate developed ís presented in Table l. The performance

evaluatfon of the force plate developed in comparison to other force

plates reported in llterature will be discussed in Chapter 6.

F, andFt ,a

+ F - 3.2.7.L
L

c
za

a

,,
ca

F,

L 3.2.7.2
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CHAPTER 4

THXRETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND TVIATHEMATICAL }IODELLING

I ba to l"lodelling

Having developed a force plate capable of accurate measurement of

he ground reaction force in the space coordinate axes, a mathematj-cal

1 relating reaction force information to body segroent position in

itrru" dimensional space is requi-red if the reaction forces are to be given

reasonable interpretation. Such a three dimensional model \^Ias not

available and the development of one such model is described in this

Chapter.

The model ¡nrst, have general parameters to allow reaction force data

to be related to the upper body posture. IË is the common procedure to

define motions and related physical quantities about a general Newtonian

reference frame. It would be more appropriaÈe for human locomotion to

relate the motions t,o the joint structure of the body. The joint

angulation represents in some ù/ay the pain-free posture of the various

body segments and would also retain a constant relationship to the point

of origin and insertion of muscle groups. One roethod of representing the

joint angulation would be Èo define a body cenlered co-ordinat.e systen

that moves with the segment. The ¡nat,hematical model developed in this

chapter has the above required feature as well as features sinilar to

those encompassed by other moclels developed previously.

One of the valuable biomechanical variables to consider for the

assessment of any human movemen! is the history of the moments and forces

at each joint. The net effect of all agonist and antagonist muscle
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ac-Lvíty of Èhe body is shown by Ehese kinetic patterns. The mechanisms

involved in movement conÈrol and the efficiency of the therapi-es adopted

ín orthopaedics, rehabilÍtation and in general clinical practice can be

investigated and, perhaps, evaluated by knowing the moment history of the

joints. Several mathematical models ranging from a sinple one-body model

ro complex multi-body nodels have been investigated 1.26,64,70,7I1. The

conplex analytical procedure required to aPPly some of the locomotion

nodels to gait study reduces their clinical usefulness. This study

presents a siroplified three dimensional mathematical model that is

conceptually sinple, employs a relatively small number of parameters and

uses the experimentally determinable, ground-reaction forces and

displacements of lirnb segnents as input. The model may then be used to

interpret reaction force data without the need for displacement data.

The spatial kinematics of the l-imb segments is determined by

displacement analysis using cinematography and the reactíve force beLween

the foot and ground is measured by the force plate described earlier.

TradÍt,ional clinical measurements of the joinc motion usually uses motion

Ín three independent planes and the measurenent.s are generally referred

back to the neutral position of the linb. All the computed mouents are

defined i-n the present study with respect to the rotating body axes by

using classical rigÍd-body mechanics. A nethod to simultaneously conpute

all three coupled angular motions (Eulerian angles) has been developed.

This nethod enables continuous joint motion analysis. The rigid-body

represenÈation of angular motion has the added advantage of natching the

definition of joint angulation conrnonly used by clinicians.
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.l Basis for the Model

Hunan ambulatíon involves a series of co-ordinated movements of the

segments employíng an interplay of muscular forces and external

ces (ínertial, graviÈaÈional and, ultimately, reaction forces). The

bolic energy expended by rnuscular actions is used efficiently by

eratíveLy learned, optimal oríentation and phasic activity of the body

egments and these learned relationships resulÈ in an optimized

vidualistic gait. The skeletal structure, can be modelled due to its

configuration' as a sYStem of links hinged to one another. The muscular

forces acting on these links rotate them about theír hinge points by

generating moments. Since more than one muscle actíon is ínvo1ved, the

total action of all the muscles has to be taken into account in order to

quantify the resultant action. The muscular moment at a joint is defíned

as the product of the force exerted by each muscle crossing Èhe joint and

the distance from its articular axis. The vector sum of the moments

produced by each musel-e acting at a joint provides the total moment at the

j oint .

The total moment at any specific joint may be computed

rnathematically by developing a free body model at that joint and writing

the dynamic equilibriurn equations for that joint. The dynamic equilibriun

of a joint is a function of M, d, d,

nonent produced by the musculature at

Rernaining variables are defined as:

p where M is the net

under consideration.

d, R and

the joint

d - is the coordinate of the poínt which is used to define the

mechanical parameters of the system;
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- ar.d d are the first and second derivaEive with respect to tirne of

rdf ;

_ is the ground reaction vector of the external force acting on the

sYsËen; and

- ís a mechanical parameter of the system such as mass, length,

,distance to the center of mass or moment of inertia.

The total moment at any joint is given by the sum of three different

moments due to the inertial, gravitational and reactive components of the

limbs below that joint. The moments produced by the muscle acÈion at the

joint are those monents required for dynamic equilibriurn as a result of

exËernal and dynamic forces actÍng on the linb. If we represent 01. as
J

the total üoment at the jth joint due to muscular forces

+ + 4.2,r.1
l-

where

ìf moment prod.uced by the ground-reaction force at the jEhjr joint.
ll. moment due to gravity forces of leg segments below the
Jg jth joÍnt.

M. moment at the jth joint due Èo inertiaL forces of the
Ji leg segments below the jth joint.

The foot exerts a pressure and a shear force on the ground during

locomotion. The result,ant force of this pressure and shear i-s

compensated exactly by the ground reaction. The ground reaction ean be

represented by a vector whose arnplitude, inclination and point of

application varies as the body progresses during moÈion. The spatial-

1,1Ìf.
J j ì1.

Jr
I'f.

Jg
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oral evolution of this vector provides an integrated representation of

body segnenÈ movement dynamics. From the review in section 2.2, the

alternates supPort between the two feet as it progresses and is in

le support approximately 70 to 757. of a gaíL cycle, while the double

tance period ls approxirnaÈely l0 to 25% of. the gait cycle. During the

doub le support period, the load ís distributed between the two feet and

he proportion in which the force is distributed varies during the gait

'cycle. The position of the resultant reaction vector during double stance

period can be found easily. For the load on each foot, the magnitude of

ground -forces on each of the two feet should be measured simultaneously by

using two separaÈe sensing devices. However, this work is priroarily

concerned srith the single support phase, thus only one force plate is

required.

Considering the single stance period, the foot supporting the body

rest,s firnly on the floor while the other foot goes through the

accelerati-on and deceleration process associated wit,h ühe swinging forward

of the leg. The dynamícs of the upper lirnbs of the body as well as the

novíng lower limb produce the resulÈant time varying ground-reaction force

on the supporting limb. The sum of ínertial and gravity forces acting on

each element of the body will be in equillbrium with the ground reaction

force. The moment produced by this rea

of the lower linb is represented by 
"j

ctive force at any particular joint

in equation 4.2.1.I and would be
r

the nost dominant coxoponent of the total moment at the joint during the

single stance-phase. The validity of this assumption has been

investigated by Bresler et. aL[22] who had complete dynanic data from
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of CaILf.. prosthetics research groupt9O¡. Recently Boccardi et.

133, 35, 871 and Redotti[32] have also verified its validity. All their

indicate thaÈ ground forces have a paramount effect on the

cs of the lower linb during stance and the gravitational and

rtíaL comPonents have relatively minor ínfluences.

The nodel in the present study makes use of the above assumption

wíth other assumptions which will be bríefly stated in the following

raph. The human body is visualised as having a rigid upper body

connected at the hip joint to two massless legs by means of a spherical

joint described in section 2.5. The upper body represents the body mass

with the center of gravity located at a known distance with respect to the

hip joint. Fig. 20 indicates the model considered. The motion of the

upper body is described by the translation and rot.ation of a body centered

coordinate system xb yb Zb with respect Èo a reference frame Xl Yl Zl,

both the axes are assumed to be fixed at the center of gravity of the

body. A typical relaÈive'position of the two coordinate systems is shown

in Fig. 20. The overall motion is described wíth respect to the general

Newtonian frame (Fig. 20). All coordinate systems are assumed ËoX
E

YZEE

be right handed and the general direction of the motion is

in the forward direction of the X axis. The model has a X

assumed to be

zYzzz

reference axes fixed at the hip joint. As the body moves in space, the

locomotion produces excursions of the body about a nominal Èrajectory

deternined by the propulsive force acting on the body. l^Iith reference to
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g. 20, the body segments and the motions considered here are as

ows:

(i) the upper body rotations in the three fundamental planes of

motion (sagittal, transverse and frontal); and

(íi) Ëhe lower linb (the li¡nb in stance phase only is considered)

motions occur in the three fundaqenÈal planes of motion.

The supporting linb is considered massless in t,he presenË study.

ng the sÈance-phase of a stride, Ehe rnotion of t,he center of ¡nass of'Duri

Ithe supported linb is considerably sroaller in comparison to the upper body

notion. The inertial force of the supported linb as a result, would be

negligible in comparison to the inertial and gravitational forces of the

upper body. The statíc fricÈion between the fooÈ and ground keeps the leg

in the supporting phase. In other words, there is no slip between the

foot and the ground. The support on t,he floor is assumed to be a point

contact for the present analysis and this assumption is made to sirnplify

the analysis. The dynamics of the swinging leg and the upper body would

result in time varying ground-reaction forces on the support,ed linb. The

temporal.ground-reaction force at the supported linb is available in the

form of force records fron the force plate developed. The geometrical

orientation of the two segments-upper body and supported linb could be

established using cinematography by following the position of a set of

body narkers fixed to the body at various locations. Details will be

given in Chapter 5. t{ith this method of measuremenË, the calculation of

joint monents caused by the external ground reaction will be developed in

the next section.



ta tion of MomenÈs due to Ground Reactlon

Let h represent the posltion vector of the center of mass of the

with respect to the X, YZ ZZ reference frame (Fig. 2L) at the hip
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the

the reference

the

and further suppose that trr is the posítíon vector of

of rotation at the hip joint defined wít,h respect to

h Y, ZU (the point of contact of the lower limb wíth

). Then fhrandrrfcan be obtained by fíndíng the individual

ts

ts will be descríbed in chapter 5. Assume for the present that

be deternined so that the reaction moment at the hip joint can be

as a cross-product of r and R, where R is the ground-

vector. If we represent the reaction moment at the hip joint as

h h
Y I1

h
z and

2

tx r
Y

. The nethods to obtain ther
zzI 2

can

ained

tion

, in the reference frame Èhen

M"=rxR4.2.2.I

re I'f" and R are defined in the earth parallel reference frames

he hip joint and point of contact at the floor, respectively.

at

sent r and R in component form as:

r = "l i +bl J +"t

J +Rz

4.2.2.2

4.2.2.3

k

kR = RX f *\

\t* = (btRz-cr\)

"\ =-(alRZ-.r\)

'"r=(a1\-bIRx)

4.2.2.4

Havlng determined the moments due to the external reaction at

ioint about the earth parallel reference frame, the next sÈep

the hip

involves
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the body coordinate system fixed to the hip

The present investigation aims to descrÍbe the motions of the body

the noving body coordinate sysÈem for reasons stated in the oPening

of thís chapter. The transformation can be achieved by knowing

t at 1 on arl-g1e of the bo dy coord1na te axe s sI]. Èh res pect to the

nce space coordinate axes. In order to determine the body

nate system at varíous intervals of time, transformations based on

ían angles, similar to the transformations followed in rigid-body

cs, r\rere used. The nethodology is presented in the following

tion.

.3 Eulerian Ang le Representation

If a rígid body is consídered as a body, one of whose points is

at the origin of some X, Y, Z coordinate system and suppose, that

dinate system is assumed not fixed to the body. A sequence of

tions of the body wiÈhin that general X, Y, Z system produces a

uence of displacements of every one of its points except those, lying

the axis of rotation. After the rotations are completed, every point

s generally in a new posiÈion. The new position has components X, Y, Z

the coordinate system which ís not fixed to the body. A new coordinate

XI, Yl , Zl , is fixed to Ëhe body so that a set of relations can be

derived to get Èhe components of the posítion change relative to this new

rane. The relationships between the two coordinate systems can be

btained in the form of a transforrnation matrix whose elements are the

direction cosines of the body-fixed axes with respect to the axis-system
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r.rhích ís not fixed in the body. These relationships have been derived

aLready t86l and shown to have the following properties:

(í) the transformation matrix is orthogonal; and

(ii) the transformation matríx of a sequence of roËations is equal

to the product of individual transformation matriees,

nultiplíed in the inverse sequence of that ín which the

rotations were made.

Since rotaÈions do not add like vectors, a different sequence

results generally in a different transformation matrix. Data must be

taken in a sequence compatible with the transforroation.

The general displacemenÈ of a point on a rigid body is describable

by three independent rotations because a rigid body with one poinÈ fixed

has three degrees of freedorn. The usual description of a displacement

resultíng from a rotation is that given in terms of the Euler angles. The

sequence of rotations used by various researchers are not all the sarne

and, as pointed out earlier, these differences result in different

transformation matrices. The relatíonshíp to be derived in the next

sections follows the sequence given by Goldstein[86].

Consider an X, \, Z eoordinate systen not fixed to Èhe body, and an

I
YI system fixed to the body, as shor,rn in Fig. 22. The two

1zX systens

by ancoincide before rotation.

auount tllr t (right handed

The first rotation is about the Z axis

rotation). The body fixed axis moves to a nevr
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Lr-iorl indicated by Xi ' Yi , Zi. l'or this rotation

XÍ X

Yi D Y 4.2.3. t

zi Z

r^rhere D is the matrix of the direction cosines, the elements d ij' i and

j l' 2 3 of r,¡hich are :

d,.'. cos(Xi, X) = cos V

d I2 cos(Xf, Y) = sin g

d t3 cos(Xf, Z) = 0

d cos(vl , X) = - sin r¡
2T

d cos(Yf , Y) = cos {,22

dzs cos(Yf, Z) = 0

d
31

cos(Zj, X) = 0

d cos(Zl, Y) = 0
3Z

d
33

eos(Zf, Z) t

Therefore

L:;

sin r¡

cos q/

0

0

D 0 4.2.3.2

I

Next consider Xl, Yi, Zi

syst,em be denoted as { r

as not fixed in the system and let the body fixed

Y)., '4 as shown in Fig. 22. Before rotation Ëhe
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sysËems coincide and the body fixed system is given a right handed

ationrgr about the Xl axis, as shown in Fig.22. The Xl axis lies in

fline of nodes r. The transformation for the second rotation is given

byl

xr2 xi

Y; C Y I
I 4.2.3.3

zà zi

The üransformation måt.rix C has the elements, Cij' i and j = lr2r3, given

by

ctt = cos(Xi, Xi )

= cos(Xä , Yi )

= cos (Xà, Zi)

= cos(xj, Xi )

= cos(Yj, Yi )

= cos(Yj, Zi)

= cos (Zà, xi)

= cos (Zà, Yi)

= eos(Z), Zj)

-t-I

=Q

-0

=Q

= coso

= sinO

=Q

= -sinO

= coso

'tz
ct3

C
2T

C
22

czz

t¡t

,s,

C
33

Therefore

I 0 0

C 0 cosO sinO 4.2.3.4

0 -sinO cosO

I'inally, consider the ry., y;, Z;. system as not fixed in the body

while Xj r Yj, Zå is fixed to the body. As before the two sysËems coincide

before a gJ-ven rotation. A right handed rotatj-on rqr about the Zj axis
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brLrlgs uhe body-fixed coordinate axes to its final position Xj, Yj, Zå as

shown in lig. 22. The transformation for this roËation is given by

xj

Yj

zå

B

xà

Yà

Zà

4.2.3.5

the transformation matrix ts has its elements given below:

bLt = cos(xj, ry) = cosq

btz = cos(Xj, Yi) = sinq

bf¡ = cos(Xj, Z;) = Q

bZt = cos(Yj, Xå) = - sinp

bZZ = cos(Yj, Yi) = cos4

bZZ = cos(Yj, Zà) = Q

bgt = cos (Z¿, 4.) = 0

bZZ = cos(Zå, Yà) = 0

bSg = cos(Zj,Zà) =f

Therefore

L:ï

sinç

cos0

0

0

B 0 - 4.2.3.6.

I

By the rule of the composition of rotations, the transformation from

(XrY,Z)(to be denoted hereafter as the rspace framet) to the final body

frame Xj Yj Zå is

Ll] |;]

A 4.2.3.7
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A=BCD. 4.2.3.8

ûatríx nultiplication in equation 4.2.3.8 results ín the following

form lot A

,A=

cosqr

-sinq

cosq - cose sin4

cosü - cosO sinrþ

sinO sinrþ r

sinrfr coso sinqr * coso cosú sino, sinq sino

cos$r -sinq sinrf * cosO cosQ cosú, cos$ sinO

-sin0 cosr| r cosO

4.2.3.g

If we write

Xå = Xf , Yd = Yr , ,å=rt, the components in the body axes are

given as

Xr = (cosg coso - coso sino sing) X

+ (cosg sinf + cos0 cos{, sin9) Y + (sin$ sing)Z - 4.2.3.10

Yr = (-sinq cosq., - cose sinr¡ cosq ) X (-sino sinv * cos0 coso cosqr) Y

* (cosp sin0 )Z 4.2.3.11

and

Zt = (sin0 sinrp ) X -(sinO cosqr ) Y * (cosO )Z 4.2.3.12

Hence in order to transform from space coordinates X, Y, Z Eo body co-

ordinates x'r Y' , z' , the transfor¡nation mat.rix given by equation 4.2.3.g

is used. The inverse transformation frorn body coordinat.es Xr, yt, Zt to
sPace coordinaEe X, Y, Z is given by

X Xr

Y
-l

A Yr 4.2.3. 13

z zt
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sin\þ cos0 , sino sinv

coso cosllJ , -sj-no cos{,

cos0

4.2.3.L4

.L
L

As tras poinLed out earlier, several systems of Euler angles have

been used in the literature and Table 2 shows three different systems used

be various authors. The rotaÈion followed in the present work is Type II

,, in Table 2. The rotation sequence for Type I is shown in l-ig. 23 but was

not used for the transformations given here. Euler angles have the

advantage that three ordered roÈations would determine a unique

orientation. But an orientaÈion does noL deÈermine a unique set of Euler

angles. Depending upon the order of rotations the various systerûs

outlined in Table 2 would give rise to different set of values for the

angles. Thus, in order to obtain a unique orienÈation of a segment in

space the sequence of rotations and the corresponding Euler angles have to

be used j.n the transformaÈion metrix.

4.4 Determination of Reaction lvloments in the body coordinaÈe SysEem

cosq, coso - coso sins sinr| r -sinq cosrf - coso

coso sinìl, + coso cosl, sino , -sinq sinr¡ * coso

sing sin0 , cos$ sinO '

For

represent

center of

joint and

rotations

the model considered, if xh yh zh arrð, xb yb zb lrig. 2r)

the body coordinate sysÈem attached to the hip joint and the

gravity respectively, the desired transformation at the hip

at center of gravity nay be performed, knowing the angular

þgr 8gr o*and übr gbr 0b at Ëhe respective joints. One such

orientation of the axes is shown in Fig.

for the space to hip is represented as

the transforuati-on matrix

] , ttt. reaction moment in

2T. If

+Hir,
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body coordinate system at the hip ioint can be written as

b
M" It, Hl

M
Hx

"\
MHZ

4.4.r
+

where ul is the moment vector due t.o the ground reacÈion force in the

body coordinate system aÈ the híp joint 
"tU h*'\'\r.re the

conponents of moment vector l\ i" the reference frame X2 \2 22. The

conponent forn of b
\i is given by:

'1"

"å,
b

MHz

lrs +H l

M
Hx

M

\
l'{

Hz

4.4.2

The transformation natrix I T, +ÌI can be obtained from equation 4.2.3.9.

Having deteruined the reaction moments about the híp joint, the

reacÈion moments about. the upper body can be computed. IfITS

represents the transformation matrix for the upper body and

+B l
b

\

represents the vector moment due to the external reaction in the body

frame at the center of gravity,

4*
b

M
Bv

4,

It, *u] I hx 4.4,3

where

[t, *U] is the transformation matrix for space to upper body
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Ls the position vector from hip to.the center of gravity of

bodY ¡

F - is the reactÍon force about the space frame at the hip joint.H

tt üU and 0O and gO are the Eulerian angles for the upper body,

_l can be obtained usíng Èhe relations given in equation 4.2.3.9.
+B)

btur' in equation 4.4.3 represent the moment conponents
b

M,
Z

b
t the resPective X coordinate axes.

The methods to obtain the momenÈ due to external reactíon at the hip

oínt in the body coordínate system will be described in the following

sections.

4.5 Determination of Transformation l"latrix

The use of Eulerian angles to represent the limb rotations was

illustrated in the previous two sections. Earlier in this chapÈer it was

'pointed out that several systems of Eulerian rotations are in common

usage. Even though the symbols used are the sarne, the sequence of

carrying out the Euler rotation is not always the same and, to date no

standard sequence has been agreed upon. Methods to find the rotation

angles for any ¿rbitrary rotation of a body have not been íllustrated

clearly. Langrana[88] and Chao et.al[89] have tried to determine Èhe

rotation angles V, 0, Q by fixing triads Èo external bony rnarkers for

flnger joints and upper lirnb extrenity joints, respectively. For the

sequence of rotations adopted in this sEudy, nethods to determine Èhe

elements of rotation matrix [t, *U] and [t,,"] will be developed and

bbYZ
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latIotJs approaches !ilill be enployed to match wíth the anatomical motions

possLbLy encountered in the lower limb and uPper body.

The transformat.ion techniques proposed in this study are the result,

of an examination of the factors which determine the pathway of Èhe cent.er

of gravlly. The detaíls of the technique enployed wíll be described after

bríefly summarising the determinants controlling the translation and

rotation of the segments of the body.

For the purpose of analysis, a bipedal system is considered with

lower exÈremities represented by levers without foot and articulated at

the equívalent of a hip joint. Fig . 24 ís one such system permitting

flexion and exEensÍon of the lor+er línb. The movement of the lower linb

ín this system would be analogous to the process of stepping-off distances

with a pair of compass or divíders. The pathway of Èhe center of gravity

during forward translation ¡¿ould be a serj-es of intersecting arcs as shown

in Figure 24 by dotËed lines. The upper body, which is attached to the

lower exÈremity aË the hip joint, would go through a sirnilar up and down

motion without rotation. If a right. handed coordínate systeu is fixed to

the head of femur with X-axis in the direction of walking, the motion

described can be observed by nonitoríng the orientat.ion of the body fixed

coordinate axes at the hip joínÈ htith respect to a reference frame. The

body fixed X-axis moves up and down in a verÈical plane and since there is

no adduction or abduction* of the lower extrenity, the body fixed Y-axis

always remains in the XY plane.

T'mã Èerninology used to define movemenÈ of the lirnbs is represented in
Fig.40.
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body fixed Z-axLs follows t,he movement of the lower extremity and goes

rhrough a forward and backward tilt alternately as the lower extremlty

steps off distances. The above described locomotion is a hypothetical

gaLE and, produces a very inefficient gait in terms of energy due to

naximum excursions of Èhe joinE in the vertical direction.

The pelvis goes through a rotation during normal walking and when

this is added t,o the hypothetical gait considered previously, a motion

with the alternating pelvic rotation is achieved. fig. 25 shows the

resultant motion. The pelvis rotaÈes alternately to the right and to the

left relati-ve to the line of progression and, at customary cadence and

stride, the magnitude of this rotation is estimated to be approximately 4"

on either side of the central axis. This roÈation shows itself as

alternating internal and external rotation of the pelvis and upper body

about the hip joint during the stance plrase because, the pelvis is a rigid

structure. The resulting motion, viewed from Ëhe rotaËions of upper and

lower limb coordinate axes, would be: rotation about the vertical axis

for the upper body and reduced angular tilt of the body fixed X and Z axís

for t.he lower extremity.

ln the third category of motion, Ëhe pelvic tilt, present in normal

locomotion, is added. There is a listing downward relative to the

horizontal plane on the side of the non weight-bearing 1irnb. This tilt

produces an average of 5o angular displacement at the hip joint. The

result of Èhe pelvic t.ilt is an outward deflection of the hip joint

supporting the linb in the stance phase. Thus, there is an adducÈion of

the extremity in the stance phase and a relat.i-ve abduction of the

exÈremity 1n the swing phase. The knee joint of fhe non-weighÈ bearing
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línb afso flexes to allow clearance for swing-through of that member.

Such a moËion is represented in I'ig. 26. The motion of this category

produces a rotation about the vertical axis and a tilt. in Èhe horizontal

pLane of Èhe upper body. The lower extremity in stance phase undergoes a

tilt due to the relative adducti-on of the hip joint in the horizontal

plane in addition to all the other roEations described in the first t!¡o

caíegotíes of motion.

The motions described above would produce rotations of the upper body

as well as of the lower extremity and would contribute directl-y to the

rotatíons of the body fixed coordi-nate systems in both the segments of the

body considered in this analysis. The transformation technique proposed

is a result of close examinatj-on of these loovement patterns and the motion

described in l-ig. 26 is considered as representative of several abnormal

gaits

The upper body, assumed rÍgid in this analysis, is attached Ëo lhe

lower linb by a ball and socket joint. When the upper body is subjected

to propulsive forces as the whole body moves forward about the supporting

limb, the pelvis is observed Èo twist in a counter-clockwise and cl-ockwise

direcÈion alternately for normal locomotion[5, 38]. Assuming a left heel

strike, the pelvis begins to tl¡Iist in a count.er-clockwise direction. At

the time of the righÈ heel strike, the left side of Èhe thorax is advanced

and the rernainder of the cycle is characÈerised by thoracic rotation

similar to that described for the left heel strike. This kind of phasic

behaviour probably contributes to the smoothness in translaÈion of the

body. In the case of abnormal gait, the srnooth and symmetric movements

described above may not be present and compensatory motions in the forrn of
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dttced motions ín one plane and more Èhan nornal motions i-n other planes

result in overall stability of the body. The transformation

to be outlined in this thesis vrould deËermine all the rot,ation

the upper body coordj-nate axes.

echniques

Les of

4"6 Upper Body Transformations

Thís section describes Lhe procedure for determining the

transformaÈion matrices developed in Section 4.2,2. The basic principle

involved in the t.ransformations is based on obtaining the Eulerian

rotation angles for a specific position of the lower linb and upper body

segments. The geometrical position of the lower extremity and upper body

is given by the position vectors rrr and rhtdefined in section

4.2.2. The roÈations of the Èwo body segments will be governed by the

instantaneous positions of these t,wo line vectors.

4.6.L Upper Body Rotation l"latrix

l'igure 27 illustrates the upper body, with the geometrical position

of center of gravity tCt, connected to the lower extremity by a spherical

joint aÈ hip center, tBt. Thus the geometrical position of Ehe center of

gravi-ty at any given time can be defined with respect to a reference axís

fixed at the hip joinË. The position vector tBCt, henceforth referred Eo

as the fhi-p vectorr, is assumed determinable from biplane neasurements.

The upper body is assumed rigid so that the orientation of the upper body

in space would be defined uniquely by the hip vector, tBCr. The roLation

of the upper body is described by Eulerian angles ùU, 0b and gO (defined

in Section 4.2.3) of a body fixed coordinate sysÈem xb yb Zb with respect
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to a teference frame Xl YI ZL located at the center of gravity. The

teference frame Xt Yt Zt always remains parallel to Èhe earth reference

frame rU YU ,U. The neutral position of the center of gravity of the body

is assumed to be located in the frontal plane passing through the hip

joínt with the Y and Z coordínaÈes 0.15 and 0.30 tiroes Ëhe length of the

leg, respectively, defined as in Fig. 21 r^t'ith respect to the X2 Y2 Zz

coordinate axes aL the hip joint. This assumption agrees with the values

given in anaËomical tables[59]. If the positíon vector rBCf in the body

neutral -standing erect position is represented as thå , then

h, =(0.00 I +0.t5r, j -0.301, k )- 4.6.1

where 'L' is the length of the leg and the components are measured with

respect to the Xt Yl ZI coordínate system. The relatlve movement of rcr

with respect to tBr changes the components of rBCr as the body moves in

space. If the position vector of tBCr at any instant other than that

coinciding with the neutral position is denoted as tht, then

h =âz L +bz 7 +"2 k 4.6.2

The a2, b2 and c2 ate the eonponents of BC defined with respect to the

space parallel reference systen X, Yl ZL. Also À , the unit vector

along BC, can be expressed as

h =a2L +bzJ + czk
4.6.3

lÍr*o?r*"1,
Referring to Fig. 27, Ct indicates the new position of the center of

gravity of the body relative to the hip. This new position vector is
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by BrCr. Since the rotation is described relative to a

ame fixed to the hip joint, BtC represents the neutral limb

the cenÈer of graviEy of the body in the new position relativeof

hip. If tv t represents the angle between the reference axis Zrarrd

the direction cosine tcosv I is given as

.h
S

zt
cosv=

zr
4.6.4

h
S

If Xb, Yb, Zb refers to the new position of the body axes fixed at

er of gravity, the rotation angle" üb, 0'and 0O can be deÈermíned as

. The upper body is assumed rigid so that Èhe body coordinate

would maintain the same initial angular orient.ation with respect t.o

new position vector rhr.

The vecÈor operations

notion of the body axes

outli.ned below are performed in order to define

with respect to the initial position vector

zT I x h 4.6.5
S

re î defines a unit vector, normal to the plane containin g ît and

. Forning a cross product between î and the new position vector

I would define the vector P normal to the plane containing

and h or

^^^P=hxT. 4.6.6

body axis Zb would be in Èhe plane containing P
^and h and

maintain the same angular orientation tvt, defined by eqn. 4.6.4,

th respect î . The components of 2b contributed by t and
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, ate given by

2b ñ cosv+ ? sinv 4.6.7

or, from equation 4.2.3.12'

ib =(sineosinpo) Î -(sinobcosqb) ì +(cosgo )z 4.6.8

The r¡r' and 0b can be obÈained by equating corresponding components in

equation 4.6.7 and 4.6.8.

To obtain Xb and Yb with respect Eo

Yl, Yb , XI and Xb are exPressed as

^.+bZ , and Z- , as givên below

îr =a t +b fi" +d 2r

zb , the coordinate axes

a function of î, ir, î" , i

4.6.9

and

ib Tl +b h +d ZD 4.6. 10

T z
b

h 4.6.Lrwhere x

The a, b and d are constants representing the angular orienÈation of the

body coordinate axes with respect to the position vector I BC r.

The constants a, b and d are obtained from the known initiat position

of vect,or tsC. The program flow chart. to obtain a, b and d is outlined in

Appendix B. l^Jhen substituted into equation 4.6.10 these constants will

define the position of Yb . Since the body coordinate system is

orthogonal, Xb can be obÈained through the cross-product

îb Y
b 2b. 4.6,12x

The next chapter describes

a function of time.

the method used to determine the limb

positions as From the linb positions determined frorn

the variables in the transformationthe biplane views of body m¡rkersr

techniques discussed can be computed.
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6,2 Lower Lfunb Transformation

The rotation angles for the body coordinate system located at the hip

,ioínt cannot be determined uniquely wiÈhout imposing certain conditions on

rhe articulation of the lower liub. A method to obÈain the lower lirnb

traîsforn.aÈions vriEh the current body narker systems is proposed in

Appendix A. As will be pointed out in the next section, the net muscle

monent aE the hip joint can be computed without knowledge of rotation

angles for the lower limb. The next section will ouËline the method to

calculate the net uPPer body moment which is also the net muscle moment at

the hip joint.

4.7 Net lluscle Moment at the Hip JoinÈ in Upper Body Coordinate Syst.exr

The moment produced by the ground reaction aÈ the hip joint and

last term in equation 4.2.i,i.center of gravity is given by Ll. ,Jr
the

This could be obtained direcÈly from the rneasured ground reaction R

and its distance from the articular axis. The reacEion moment about. the

hip joint ls obtained using equation 4.2,2.I. Equation 4.4.3 gives Èhe

net reaction moments about cenEer of gravity in the upper body coordinate

system. The conditions for the dynamic equilibrÍum of the model under

consíderation can be expressed in a reference frame fixed to upper body

[90, 97] as follows: The vector suumation of forces

I f. + ng + (- na )= 0 4.7.I
iac

and the vector summation of moments about any segment joint

l
i

lt +(-u )=occt_
4.7.2.
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Í

D = total nass of the body

= t'he fôrce vectors acting on the body at the hip(hip forces)
i

= the weight of the body

= Lhe inertia force vecÈor

ng

4a c

a
c

ll
c1

(- H

= the acceleration vector of the center of mass

= Ëhe moment vectors acting on the body at the hips (hip

moments )

) = the rate of change of the inertial moment of momentum
c

vector

The forces f

about the center of mass.

1
and moment,s l"I are the active controls which cause the body

c1

Eo move. The right hand side of equation 4.4.3 represents the exÈernal

reaction üoment about CG. During the stance phase, as poinEed out

earlier, the resultant ground reaction force is the sum of inertia and

gravÍty forces of each element of the body. In Èhe Present model the

lower liub, assumed Ðassless during t,he stance phase does not contribute

to the ínertial and gravity forces and, hence, the net momenÈ aË the hip

joint would be the result of gravitational and inert.ia forces of the upper

body alone. llhe neÈ dynamic rnuscle momenE given by equation 4.7.2. is

found directly from equation 4.4.3. Equation 4.4.3 expresses the moment

due to external reaction in the body coordinat,e system from which the net

moment at the hip joint can be computed in the body coordinate sysËem .
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The scope of the present study is to moniËor the ground reacÈion

otces for severaL cases of abnormal locomotion resulting frorn injury to

one of the load bearing extremities and relate the asymmet,ry Ín

Locoúotion to a set of indices derived from reaction force records. To

keep the body in dynamic equilibrium j-t may then be shown that the

aLoty movemerits brought about by the upper body could be monitored

by a similar set of indices for the upper body. A discussion on the

various indices along wÍth the resulLs obtained is presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERII'ÍENTAL PROCEDURE

General Layout of Experirnental Set up

Thís chapter describes briefly the general procedure for gathering

n the present study. A schematíc illustration of the experimental

is shown in Fig. 28. The force plaÈform rer, is located in the

of walkway rfr which is 48 feet long. The long walkway allows the

t to reach a normal arnbulation before reaching the force platform.

Eu

center

subj ec

As the subject strides over the force plat,e, signals proportional to the

ground reaction components are anplified by a set of strain bridge

anplifiers fhr and then are recorded on uagnetic tape. A Philips FM tape

recorder, tgt, with 10 channel capability was used for this purpose. The

order of the recorded signals is shown ín Table 5. The subject,

appropriately lighted by spot lights 'c', traverses the force plate

several tímes fron eíther directÍon. Bi-plane photography was used to

capture the positions of various segments of the body as the subject

traverses the force plate. The common problen with three dimensional

notion studies has been the inability of several caneras to perceive the

narked body locations at all tímes. Two 16mr novie cameras (Action Master

500 and Arriflex ST) were used in the present study. Camera rar rdas

located in l1ne with Èhe centroid of the force plate and perpendicular to

the long side of the force platforrn. Camera rbr was located wíth its axis

perpendicular to the lens axís of camera rar and in line with the centroid

of the force plate. The two camera axes inÈersect at the centroid of the

force plate. Carnera rat views the motion of the subject in the sagittal

plane and frontal plane motions are recorded by camera rbr. A series of
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circular markers, tdt, which are 2" in diameÈer are used as

ound markers' The movements of the markers are measured with

ct to the cross-hatched set of fixed reference markers. The position

background markers with respecÈ to the force plate geometry

accurately. In addition to the background markers, the three

1S

rr pipes carry markers and appear in the field of view of both

tas. Body segnents are identified by several narkers and bony

nences close to the joints were chosen as marker sites. The

jectts preparation involved fixfng adhesíve markers on these bony

nences. Strips of adhesive tape (1" in width and 2" long) carrying a

k circular patch 3/ 4" d,ianeter consÈituted the body markers and

ntified the points of interest on the body segments. Markers l, 2 and

in Fig. 29 represent the lateral side of the toe, Èarsal bone and heel

as viewed in the sagittal plane. l"farker t4t represents the lateral

nalleolus and 5 and 6 represent the lateral tibial head and lateral

epicondyle of the femur. The greater trochanter !,ras identified by roarker

7 and marker r8t corresponds to the center of gravity of the body as

víewed frorn the lateral or frontal camera. The center of gravity of the

body was established by using equation 4.6.I. The accurate determination

of the location of the center of gravity is beyond the scope of the

present work. All eight marker points described above appear in the field

of view of the sagittal canera. l"farkers of size and shape similar to

those used on the two lateral sides of the linbs were also fi-red on the

nedial sides of the linbs. The dorsal and ventral sides of the subject

lvas identified by a sinilar set. of markers which identified the location

of the heel, knee joint and cenÈer of gravity. Care was taken to alígn
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úarkers as accurately as possible.

The rnovie cameras r¡rere operated at a constanÈ speed of 50

fsec. The pracÈícalities and economics of the situatlon determined

operatiîE speed. Various measurements have to be synchronized to

late the kinenaÈic and kinetic measurenents. This was achieved using

rator circuit. The signal from the vertlcal sunming amplifier was

through a comparator clrcuit. Any changes vrith reference to the

null output of the vertical summing arnplifier when there is no

xternal load on the force plate would trígger the comparator circuit.

threshold was adjusted to correspond to an increase of 5 pounds in

ernal load on the force plate. Thus, as the vertical load on the force

plate starts increasing, when the heel strikes the force plate, the

conparator will be triggered for vertical reactions greater t,han 5 pounds.

'The comparat.or output was recorded on analog recorders with the force

sígnals. It was also amplified to operate a relay which, in turn,

controls two flash lights pointed in the field of view of the tr^ro cameras.

The flash lights would come on at the Ínstance of heel strike on Lhe force

plate so that complete synchronízation of the force output and the

kinernatlc data was achieved. The comparator output recorded on the

nûagnetic tape in the form of a pulse is shown in Fig. 42.

The loconotion analysis involved the kinetic and kinematic

Ineasurements of the subjectrs gaít, The first step involved preparation

of the subject as outlined in this section. The subject was familiarised

I'Iith the general procedure and subsequently traversed the force plate

several times prior to the actual data collection. The statíc weíght of

the subject when ín an erect or neutral positíon sras recorded along with
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ühe neutral posítion of the markers. A complet.e motion analysis, as the

subject traversed the force plate several times, was then obtained.

5.2 Data Reductfon

Dat.a reduction comprised an analysis of the cine Èhe film and the

force signals. The reduction from the flhn was done on a P.C.D. Digital

reader system and a l{ewlett Packard (HP) 9874A digitizer interfaced to a

98354 minícomputer. The HP system available at the School of Physical

Education, University of l4anitoba is used for analysing sports motions.

BoËh the uniÈs are used for converting data on paper charts or graphs and

film material to computer conpatible digital form. Both Èhe sysÈems

essentially consist of an XY reader head and the recording process is

initiated by a push switch ¡nounted on Ehe reader head. The P.C.D. system

uses a well proven potentiometer system for measurement. The optical

sight is positioned over the point to be digitized and the analog signals

derived from rnanual positioning of the optical sight are converted to X

and Y digital displays with the help of built-in analog to digital

converters. The ttP system has a platen on which the graphs or films to be

digitized are projected. The platen is a sheet of laninated glass with

the X and Y conductors placed between the layers of glass. When the

cursor is moved over the point to be digítized, the digitízed X and Y co-

ordlnaËe values of the point are fed automatícally to the minicomputer at

the press of a buÈton. The HP digitízing system is fully programmable.

To digitlze the force curves from the force plate, analog force

signals stored on mag¡s¿ic tape were transferred to traces on paper by

using a strip chart recorder. Transparencies made.from the strip chart
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output vJere then projected on the dlgítlzer platen for an enlarged inage

of t:ne traces. Both Èhe P.C.D. and HP systems have facilities for scaling

the ordinates. The HP system lras progranued to read into memory only

those Y ordinate values correspondíng to a X incremenÈ of 0.02 sec (scaled

to proper units). Since the cine fihn data was taken at 50 frames/sec

evety frame corresponds to an inÈerval of 0.02 sec. The active dÍgitizing

area (3L5 x 435 rnns) of the HP unlt is divided into 25 micrometer units.

The accuracy of the cursor unít is ! 125 roicrometers (0.00492").

For measurement and analysis of various types of filn material, the

P.C.D. system ís fitted trith a compact reár projection unit. The 16 mm

cine filn of the subject walking across t,he force plate was projected on

the translucent screen of the digitising pad. The projector slas a

Lafayette motion analyser which has controls for projecting frane by

frame. The filn was wound up to the frame corresponding to the first heel

strike on the force plate which was recognised by the insÈant aL ¡vhich a

flash light comes on. The cursor is moved sequenEially over the markers

fixed to the body and the digitized X and Y coordinate values of every

marker point was transferred to the minicomputer. The digitizer was

prograffned to read the values iniÈialísed with reference to a spatial

orígin corresponding to one of the background markers fixed to the force

plate. Since the verËfcal and horizontal distances of the markers are

fixed, the scaling was done with respect to these markers. A similar

procedure was adopted for digitizing the frontal displacernent

measurements. Every alternate frame from the first heel strike was

digitlzed and, hence, a complete force-displacement tine history r\ras

obt.ained. The digiÈised values of marker points were
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used for calculating the X, Y and Z positions as described below.

îig, 30 shows the projected view of the human body on the digipad as seen

6y cameta 
rat from the sagittal plane. The digitiser axís is represented

by Ox and oY and or is the background reference point. The program

developed for digitization, initialises poínt 0r wíth respect to 0 for

evety frame and all further measurements are made relative to 0r. This

way arLy errors introduced due to a shift in origin 0r between frames were

nininised. From the measurement of marker positions at floor, hip joínt.

and center of gravity, the components are computed in space reference

frame bY using:

X

t1

"r

^2

X
hip

Y..
nap

Xfloor
-Y floor

and 5.2. I

cg
Xhip
Y..

n1p

The a l, a'r c, and cZ ate Èhe components of the position vectors AB and BC

defined in section 4.2.2. Proper signs were assigned to the components

depending upon the position of the hip and center of gravity with respect

to the floor marker. The rbrr and tbrt are the components of its position

vector in the body and hip reference frames which were obtained from the

frontal view of the subject as seen by camera rbr. OX and OY represent

the digiÈiser axis in Fig. 3t and, as in the previous case, the

measureuenÈs were erith respect to a permanent background marker 0t. In

the frontal view, the location of hip joint was established by

tz= Y
cg
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etpoLat-íorL. It is difffcult to establish the hip jolnt Ín the

stetiot view due to the vasÈ musculature.

The meÈhods described above provi-de a discrete napping of the body

,positions at 0.04 second intervals. The analysis of the data as applied

to Lhe rnodel was carried out according to the procedure shor.m in l'ig. 32

5 I Experimental Set up for VerificaÈion of the Transformation l"Iodel

An experimenËal jig was const,ructed to verify the mathematical rnodel

for transformations from the space to body systems or vice versa. Even

though the specific transformation for the upper body could not be

verified in view of the complexities involved in constructing a physical

model of the hip joint, the general principle involved in the

transformation could be verified. The jig (Fig. 33) consisted of a nild

steel tube rAr 40" long, I 3/8" internal diameter and 1/8" wa1l thickness

and carried a universal joint rBt at its lower end. A flat plate, tCt,

3" x 3" x I/4" and welded to the free end of the unj-versal joint altowed

the fixture to be anchored to the force plate. The universal joint

pernitted rotations of the tube about Ehe X and Y axis of the force plate.

Any rotations abouÈ the Z axis was prevented by fixing rcr rigidly to the

force plate. A collar, rDt, masþined to the outer dimensions of t.he tube,

l/as arranged to slide freely on the tube fAf. The collar qras supported by

a specially designed suspension system, tEt, and the tvro together provided

a hinge joint wit,h t,hree degrees of freedom for the upper end of the Èube.

This suspensÍon system was free to move to any position along the length

of t.he Ëube and was fixed in space to tÍro rigid horizontal beams, tFt,

running either sÍde of Èhe suspension system, rEf. The two horizontal
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beaøs, joined at their ends, are supported 1n turn by Èwo beams, tG',

rtnníng on either side of the force plate. The structural arrangement

pernitted Ëube rAr to be set to any inclination in space. The length of

the tube from the point of supporÈ at the force plate to the point of

suspension at collar rl)r represents the position vector of the lirub

segment in the human rnodel. The position vector of its components is

determined accurately by measurements from t,wo perpendicular directions

using precision theodolites.

The top end of the Èube carries two loading arms fixed to a collar

rHr. These arms r¡¡ere set at right angles to each other and their

longitudinal axis remained perpendicular to the length of the tube. Thus,

the loading arü rep.resents the moving body axis and the angular

orientation could be changed by rotating collar rHr. In order to verify

Èhe transformaÈÍon techniques, Èube rAt was set, to any position and the

position vector was deEermined from Èheodolite measurements. The loading

arTn was rotated to the angular position determined from the transformatÍon

techniques. The two theodilites.enabled accurate setti-ng of the loading

arm. Loads applied to the arm produced moments about the respecti-ve body

axis fixed to the collar and the reactions at the lower end of t.he pipe

I.Iere neasured. using the force plate transducers. The reaction values

determined by using the t.ransducers are wit.h respecÈ Ëo the space frame.

The accuracy of the model could then be checked by comparing the

theoretical reactions with those obÈained by experimental measurements.

The results of t,he experimental investigation are present.ed in the

following section.
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.3 .L Kesults of the An s].s

The experimenËal rig described in section 5.3 r,ras set to various

nclinations of Èube rAr. The two theodolites trere used to measure the

projected angle of the tube in the XZ and \Z planes respect,lvely. The

LoadLng arm Iá/as rotated to the corresponding angle determined from the

lransforuation technique for each setting of the tube. Ground reactions

ltere measured for different loadings of tube tAt up to a maxirnun bending

nomenË of 840 in lbs. about the body fixed axes. The difference in the

reaction conponent.s as measured by the force plate transducers and the

reaction component calculated from the transformation technique was

coroputed for various settings. Fig. 34 represents the percentage error

obtained for various inclinations of the tube. The plot in Fig. 34

represents a typical case where Èhe tube vras set to the same inclination

in the XZ and YZ planes and the various symbols represenÈ the percentage

error for differenÈ values of bending moment applied to the tube.

Values plotted in Fig. 34 indicate a maxinum difference of 77"

between the ground reactions obtained experimentally, and theoreti-cally.

Theoretical values tend to be the highesÈ. For inclinations of the tube

closer to 25" or greater tilt, there was an increase in experimental

values. The Fig. 34 also shows the percentage error to be higher for

reduced moment values on the loading beam. Even though a detailed

analysis of the results will not be aÈtenpted at the present time, the

increased differences for lower ranges of loading of the bearn could be

attributed to the slight slackness in the various joints of the rig. rt

was felt that the error values obtained are quite low and do not warrant

any further analysis. As pointed out earlier, the rig cannot be used for

checking the upper body transformation without further modification.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.T General Poínts Considered in Presentation of Results

The large number of gait studies performed by several investigators

all resulted in a current understanding of primarily normal

comotion. Most of the studies come from largely deseriptive and

tative kinenatical evaluations. It has been t,he general conclusion

various researchers, as observed by Townsend[95], that the moËions of

ríous body segments cooperaÈe to facilitate a specific gait, mínímize

f.or ces and or energv exp end L ture t or ensure adequat e s t abi 1 I tv or some

combínation of these parameters. Results from various studies undertaken

in the present invest.igation will be presented in the form of general

ground reaction forces for various subjects along with a set of net muscle

noments computed in the Èranslating body-fixed coordinate system, fixed at

the hip joint. Sínce Èhe rnodel developed idealises the human body as Èwo

segments, a rigid upper body capable of motion ín three dimensional space

about the hip joint and massless legs, the net postural compensation, if

ânYr should be seen in the net dynamic muscle rnoment at the hip joint.

The rnechanical behaviour of the upper part of the human body has never

been st.udied in detail in relation to the lower limb. As part of the

result.s, the performance of the developed force plate will be discussed

firsÈ, followed by the definition of various parameters used to present an

integrated view of the various motions.
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6,2 General Performance of the Force Plate

The force plate developed has been used for nearly two and a half

yeats. It is larger than t.hose reported in the lit,erature having a

strface area of 16 sq. ft. Cunninghanrs[6] force plate measured 15" x 20"

atd, Golars[28]r approx 1.73 sq. ft. Some investigators have used two

p.¡at.es set on Èhe walkway in order to accommodate the normal cadence. In

the present design, the long length of the platforrn (approxÍmately 6r at

the long side when the subject walks at approxinately S" frorn the base of

the platforn) allowed capture of more than one stride. No constraint. was

imposed on the subject and no pacing was required. The width of the

platform (4t at the center of the triangle) pernitted easier subject

nanoeuvrability and allowed loconoÈion studies on subjects with large

notions ín the fronLal planetl0l. The size of Èhe force plate therefore

allowed pat,hological or abnormal gait and perrnitËed certain specialised

sports motions [34].

The current force plate with its unique suspension system (evoJ-ved

while considering various possibilities to make the st,ructure statically

determinate) was classified as a rsuspended force platformt in an earlier

chapter. However, the structural behaviour of the suspension sysËem is

siuilar in certain respects to the rrigidly supported'type of force

platforrns. The three vertical suspension elements fixed at one end to the

force plat.form, are held by a short length of wire attached at the free

end as described in Chapter 3. This allowed free horizonÈal movement of

the suspension element although the elements were constrained downwards in

the vertical direction only. The verLical load or body weight always acts

downward on the force plate and, in the present design, the vertical
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tension irrespective of thepensíon elements will be subjected to axial

,Po sLELon of Ëhe load on the force plate. The rnajorit.y of previous

lnves Ëigators used a rectangular force plate as indicated in the review of

,f otce plates. In the case of a four-cornered support sysEem, there is an

area at tbre center of the force plate known as a rkern or coret[91] within

rvhich a load must be placed in order for the four supports to experience

compression. Loads placed outside the core or kern would produce tension

in one or more of the supports. Output from such plates which employ

unidirecËional force transducers nay be quesËionable. An engineeri-ng

analysis relating plate stiffness, support stiffness and load weight Eo

kern shape has been investigated by Harris et. aLL9Zl. The current design

using the three point support system eliminates the problern of kern

areas.

The horizontal suspension elements were constrained by tension r.rires

from moving in the direction in which they are supported. The tension in

the horizontal wires is adjusted to a predetermined value and the wires

allowed novement in other directions of load application. This freedom of

motion results in the transducer being insensitive to load application in

other directions. Thus every sensing element in the current force

platform measures a force component either parallel or perpendicular to

its axis and the six components of reactions constitute a statically

determinate struc.ture. The reaction load of Èhe force platforro can be

determined completely by measurJ-ng the six reactions wiËhout. any further

conplicaÈed processing of the primary signals. Some of the force plates

reviewed with more than one set of sensing gauges on the same support

would need more complicated processing of the signals in order Eo define
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desired statically indeterninant quantitÍ-es. The determination of the

et of pressure using the current force platform was relatively sinple

compared to other force Plates.

The force plate developed has a range of 300 pounds and + 60 pounds

force measurement i-n the vertical and horÍzontal directions

ectively. Other force plaÈes revÍewed earlier have very similar load

', ,^ng"" and this has been found adequate for normal locomotion studíes on

subjects weighing uP to 250 lbs. The load calibration curves shown in

Fig. 14 through 16 indicated the response to be highly linear. The

linearit.y in the vertical direction was found to be L% and + 0.5% in the

two horizontal directi-ons. These values l^Iere measured for an accurately

aligned and balanced force platform. In Cunninghamrs force plate the

naximum deviation from the mean for the vertical load was found Ëo be less

than 4 lbs. No figures are reported for calibration in the horizontal

directions. The repeatability in calibration was less than l% for the

current force plate. Any deviations from the general characteri-stics were

recognised as misalignement of the suspension element. The suspension,

I.rith aLl the provisj-ons for fine balancing, r{as checked before every test

and the calibration procedures described in section 3.2.5 were carried out

as a general routine.

In spite of its largeness, the force plate showed good sensiEivíty

for force measurenent in all the Èhree directions. The sensitivity was

t I pound at, the plate center for verÈical loading and ! I/2 pound for

loads in the two horizontal directions. Golars force plate[28] which was

about l/i0th ln size of the force plate developed, vras claimed to have a

sensitivity of 0.I lb for vertical load and 0.03 lbs for load measurement
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in the horizontal directions. Figures for several other force plates

reviewed earlier are not avaj-lable for comparison.

Since strain gauge systems are sensitíve to temperaÈure changes, the

various sensing elements ú/ere provided with temperature compensation

gatJges as outlined in section 3.2.3. The effectiveness of temperaËure

coûpensation llas checked by rnonitoring the signal output from the

transducers for several hours. The drifts in the vertical and horizontal

directions I^/ere 2% ar,d I% respecÈively. On further investigation the

drifËs were found to be.the result of drifts in the custon built

amplifiers. Ïhis was checked further by connecting each strain bridge

netÍvork to a high quality Brllel and Kjaer strain indicator model

No. 1526. The resulting drift in this case was measured aÈ less than

0,L%. Figures on drift have not been reported by other investigaËors.

The drift from the strain bridge anplifiers \{as nullified by adjusting

each bridge individually before every test.

The cross-talk and its influence on Èhe force measurement vras

emphasized in Section 3.2.5. Cross-talk would be present in any nulti-

component measurement system and the cross-talk error would depend on the

reLative magnitude of all the input forces and momenÈs. An accurate

estiuate of the cross-talk should involve differenÈ conbinations of the

multi-component 1oad. Since one of the design crit.eria l/as to keep the

cross-t.alk at a low level, an experiment was designed to attempt to

monitor the cross-talk for different load ranges.

The calibration jig described in section 3.2.5 was loaded with different

combinations of loads. It was found that the upper bound on cross-talk

occured when the force plate was loaded to 75% of the load range in Èhe
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upper bound on the cross-talk error was
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the load range horizontally.

O.15% in the vertical

ho0 2% 1n he 1 t a1 di rection. Cross-talk could not. be fitted into

ionship. The rather complex suspension

att.ached, permit movements in all

j-on of load sensing. The low cross-talk

multi-directional hinge system. l"lore

t r zon

'arLy ðefjrLite mathematical relat

elernents with Èensioning wires

òLrections except in t,he direct

eÍror night be a result of the

detailed study on cross-talk errors was beyond the scope of Ëhe presenÈ

work. Cross-talk errors have not been reporÈed for any of the other force

plates. Gola[28] has proposed plots of the cross-Ëalk errors based on

certain t,heoretical analysis for his force plate.

The fundamental natural frequency of the force plate was

deËermined experimentally as outlined in Section 3.2.6. Even though one

would desire a much higher frequency than that which was deterrnined (I7 LIZ

in the vertical direction and 16 llZ ín the lateral direction), the

J-argeness of the force plate puts a liinitation on the upper bound. The

current design has been adopted in Ehe development of a force p1aÈe now in

use at the Manitoba Rehabilitation Hospit,al for Children. The top plate

is made of light weight alloy and is approximatel-y tr,tro thirds the size of

the force plate developed in this thesis. The fundamental naÈural

frequency of Èhe nodified plate is approxinately 75 HZ. The fundamental

frequency of a walking cycle is of the order of L.5 Eo zHZ, and is below

the fundamental natural grequency of the force plate. Future

nodificatfons will improve the resonant frequency of the systen. l'or ease

of reference, Table I lists the characteristics of the force plate

developed.
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3 I'o tce Records Obtaíned for Normal Locomotion

Experinental measurements were taken on several subjecËs

(predominant ly nale) in level walking on the force plate to undersÈand

I locomotion. Figure 35 shows t,he t,racing of the three componenÈs of

force as measured on the force plate for a subject who does not show any

abnotmality (assessed visually) in walking. The individual traces A, B

and C in Fig. 35 represent, the vertical, nedio-lateral and posterior-

anterior force components for the same subject obtained over six months.

All traces show a very consistent pattern in ground-reaction components

and the srnall phase shifts in the various groups of curves are a result of

slight dÍfferences in the speed of walking, each tirne the subject

traversed the force plate. A normal procedure adopted j-n several studies

involved pacing the subjects to a predetermined speed with the help of a

metronome. In the present sÈudy, it was concluded after a preliminary

investigation that any imposition on the subjects normal gait is bound to

alter the normal locomotion patterns and would reduce the usefulness of

the study. During the various locomotion studies reported in this work

the subject always walked at his normal cadence.

Ìlith reference to the complete description of normal gaiÈ (presented

in section 2.2) the vertical component traces in Fig. 35 have a typical

shape with a double-peak and two smaller peaks. The peaks represent the

vertical upward and downward acceleration of the body. The first sna1l

peak occurs shortly after heel strike, when the body rol1s over the

supporting leg, and the second peak occurs when the leg pushes the body

up, just before the other leg strikes the floor. The X-component
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(posterLo¡-anterior) and Y-component of forces (rnedio-lateral) also

exhibít typlcal shapes, approxímating a full smooÈh wave during the stance

phase in the respective directions. The sign convenEion for forces

is based on the reference coordinaËe system shown in Fig. 5. Walking

ís always assumed to be along the x-axis and force components are

expressed with reference to a right handed coordinate axes. Thus'

negative posterior-anterior and medio-lateral ground reactions are

obtained when the subjecc hiËs the force plate wiÈh his left heel while

approaching the force plate from the right direction. A negaÈive ground

reaction in the posterior anÈerior direction indicates an external force

tending to retard Èhe forward motion of the body and a negative medio-

lateral reaction rePresenÈs an exÈernal componerit acting inwards to the

body. Since the Y-direction changes in accordance with the right handed

sysÈem when Ehe subject traverses the force plate approaching from the

left side, a Positive posterior-anterior coupofient indicates an external

force tending to retard the forward motion and a positive medio-lateral

component indicates an external force acting inwards to the body' The

vertical component of ground reacËÍon always acts in the positive Z-

direction irrespective of dÍrect,ion of traverse. Since all the signals

I{ere recorded by usÍng an analog Ëape recorder' it was not possible to

s\,Iitch the polarity of signals for various strides. This aspect has to be

considered r.rhen analysing the force records. Force records in Fig. 35

represent a double step or cor0plete gait cycle for the subject. During

several data collection runs' Èhe subject was not presented with any

predetermined pathway. Individual force records were analysed one by one

and the rnultiple force records presented are the result of individual
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analysis of each force pattern. Several Èests were obtained over a time

interval for several normal subjects and Èhe consistency in force Ëracings

were present in all the tracings to such an extent it was possible to

Ídentify a subjecÈ by looking at the force curves. The single foot force

traces showed the characÈeristic Èwo peaks and a valley. Variations

peculiar to each individual subject were observed and could be attributed

to different mannerisms in walking.

In order to compare Èhe force records obtained for normal subjects in

this study with those of existing records from ot.her studies, the ground

reaction components obtained by cunningham et. al[6] are reproduced in

Fig. 36. The original records, replotted on a larger time scale, were

digitised and reduced to a snaLler scale for proper comparison with Èhe

records obtained in the present study. Even Ehough Cunninghamrs vertical

component shows a similar pattern, with a double peak seen in normal gait,

a rather large valley between the tr,ro peaks with a force about 0.4 tines

the body weight prior to t,he push off phase was never obtained in any of

the normal gait records in the present study. Such a large valley could

be attributed either to the poor resolution of the force plate or Èo Èhe

subject being paced at a speed well above his normal cadence.

The posterior-anterior component compares well wiÈh the general force

pattern obtained in the present study. The nedio-laÈeral conoponent shows

an unusual double peak never seen in any of the records obtained in the

present study. The unusual double peak seens t,o indicate a large

stiffness in one direction of the force measurement. The nagniÈude of

forces could not be compared because Èhe scales are not indicated in Ëhe

original records of Cunninghan[6]. FÍg. 36 also shows the average daÈa
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obtaírled frorn sixty healthy subjects by Seliktar et. a1[93]. 0n1y the

vetticaL and posterior-anterior componenÈ have been reporÈed and hence the

nedío-LaLeral forces could not be compared. Seliktarts force pattern

corrpares well with the records obtained in the present study both in shape

and nagnitude. Greater, in-depth comparisons other than what has been

stated above is difficult. The different nature of each researeherrs

system for acquiring data and defíning the índividual parameters has not

been well document.ed.

In order to assess the effect of the large nass of the force plate

and its ínfluence on the force sÍgnals, the recordÍngs of force components

of a subject with an additional plate weight of 80 lbs was obtained. In

Fig. 37 the continuous lines represent the force signals obtained when t,he

subject traversed the force plate with an additional 80 lbs added to the

centroid of the plate and the dotÈed lines represent the force signals

without the extra weight. The left hand corner of Fig. 37 represents the

two vertícal conponents for a single step and the tracing on the upper

right for a double step'on the force plate. The posterior-anterior

component is shown at the bot,tom of the Figure 37. The tracings have been

shifÈed in time to see the closeness of the two profiles. As can be seen

fron the Figure 37 there is a close match between the two traces even

though a few finer details appear to be filtered in the force records

obÈained with the lncreased weight. Due to malfunction of one of Èhe

nedio-lateral strain bridge arnplifier at the time of this study, the

nedio-lateral tracings could not be obtaíned.
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.4 thesis of Force and ¡4oment Records

Líke inanimate machines, one human body varies greatly from another

in buí1d' musculature and mannerisms in walking. The combined action of

'Lrtterîal muscle forces and the external forces results in a different

pat:Lefii of ground react.ion forces for different subjects. During the

single support phase of the leg the result,ant force exerÈed by the foot. on

the ground at each instant of tfme is equilibrated by the sum of inertia

and gravity forces acting on each segment of the body. In order to

express this variation in ground forces generated for various individuals

quantitatively, a set of physical parameters could be used. Numerous

parameters of gait are inÈerrelated but none is probably capable of

providing a total description of gait. The feasibility of measurement and

analysis generally reduces the choice of parameters t,o tr,Io groups: (i)

kinematical and (ii) dynamical. lf the anthropomeÈric information for

various parts of the body are known, either of the two groups can be

deduced from each other. To date no sinple meËhod has been presented

except Continirs anatouical tables[59] wherein the numerical values of

mass and inertia are measured accurately frou living subjects. In view of

this, the ground reaction force at the foot was chosen as the working

paramet,er. Although several relevant force representations could be

used to quantify gait, not all can be rneasured with the same ease as the

ground reaction force. The najority of studies have assumed thaÈ the main

effects of locomotl-on are apparent in the plane of progression only. This

assumption has been ¡nade to sirnplify the analysis, but the results from

the present sÈudy indicate that the assumpt,ion is not justified. The

first step tor{ards obtalnlng a synthesised picture of locomoËion resulted
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ín the development of a set of symmetry indices described in the next

sectLon. The validity of these indices is confirned by relating them to

other indices developed from moment parameters associated wíth the upper

bodY motion'

Symrnms¡¡y Indices for Ground Reaction Forces

Exauining the force curves obtained for normal locomotion (Fig. 3),

one can observe a high degree of synrms¡ry as the body alternates in

support on Èhe two lower linbs. The medi-o-lateral and posterior-anterior

force curves swing symmetri-cally about Èhe mean zero line and there is a

complete repetit.ion in the vertical- trace between cycles, even though the

force exerted on the ground did not necessarily conform to a pure sine

\¡/ave. A parameter having the dimension of time was considered to quantify

the symmetry in motion. If one considers the area under the force curve,

the area represents the momentum or impulse for the gait cycle. In a

perfectly regular gait we would have complete sirnilarity fron cycle to

cycle and the body would return exactly to the original state after one

cycle of walking. Exactly sinilar motions would be present on either side

of the body with a half-cycle phase shift. If we consider such a perfecÈ

gait cycle, there is no net change in velocity of the body in one cycle

and therefore t,he net momenËum does not change. In effect, the impulse

over one cycle must be zero. The inpulse can be obtained by integrating

the force curves. If we consider the nedio-lateral (side to side) and

posÈeri-or-anterior (forward-backward) forces, the neÈ irnpulse obtained by

integrating the force curves on either sÍde of the base line should be

zero for a perfectly synmetrical motion. In the vertj-cal direction, the
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dy goes through an upward and downward movement(reviewed in section 2.2)

the dynarnic vertlcal reaction component represented in Fig. 35 has

and valleys. Since the body would return Èo the same state for a

Pet f.ectLy syrnrnetrical gaÍt cycle, Ëhe net inpulse in the vertical

recÈion must be zexo. The net impulse can be found by vectorially

adding the íntegral of the vertical reaction curve and the integral of

body weíght for the given gaít cycle. In the present study the relative

LnlegtaLs of force curves in the Èhree directions vrere expressed as

symetry indices in the respective directions. The symmetry index in the

vertical direction hereafter denoted as vertical irnpulse ratio fVIr was

deterrnined from the following relation:

VI= Intergral of vertícal reaction
Integral of body weight 6.4.1.1

The integrals ín relation 6.4.L.1 were evaluated from Èhe vertical force

traces obtained for different subjects. The vertical iropulse ratio should

be unity for leve1 walking in any type of gait.

The syrnmetry indices in the two horízontal directions \¡rere determined

by integrating the force curves in Ehe respective directíons. As

explalned in the review of nÒrmal locomotion (Section 2.2), the two

components alÈernate from side to side in the case of the medio-lateral

component and forward to backward in the case of the posterior-anterior

component. The symmetry indices could be determined by comparing the

integral of the force curves generated by the two lower lirnbs. The MLI
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(øedío-Lateral index) was determined by using the following expression:

-ttJ\dr
MLr = o t' 6.4.1 ,2

t2
I
o

dr\ r

where

R_- - nedio-lateral reaction force in left limb supporË phase

"o

\ - rnedio-lateral reaction force in right limb supporÈ phase
r

t1 - left linb support time

E2 - right limb supporÈ time

SirnilarlY '
tI

drI
PAI

o
6.4. I .3

dt

where

R-, - posterior-anterior reaction force ín left linb support phase

",
\ - posterior-anterior reactíon force in right limb supporË phase

r
t1 rt2 are as defined in eqn. 6.4.L.2

Syrnrns¡¡y Indices Applíed to Normal Gait

A group of normal subjects were analysed with a view to

esÈablishlng the usefulness of symmetry indíces for characterising

loconotion. Only ground-reaction forces were recorded for the subjects.

Since the subjects were available for several force records, a statistical

analysis on the results was obtaíned. The integration of the force

\
L

-tzJ\or

6.4.2
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tecotds wete performed using an analog compuÈer (model EAI 180) and a

The results are presented in Table 3. The normal subjects

degree of symme¡ry as is evident in the symr0etry indices

ter.

show a high

reported. In the case of irregularity tn gait, the uneveness in the force

records should be expected to show the asynrnetry ín the force patterns.

The synnetry indices for the several subjects $tit.h abnormal locomotion

analysed as part of Èhis study will be dlscussed in a subsequent section.

6,4.3 Symnetry Indíces for Upper Body Dynanics

The upper body notions in normal human movement lnvolve small

excursions about a nominal trajectory defíned by a mean forward velocíty

and zero nean values for oÈher motions and velocities. The entire body

center of mass moves forward at a mean velocity with a small sinusoidal

variation and can oscillate laterally and vertically. But in the event of

dysfunction of any of the lower ext.remíties, the movement of the upper

body would try to compensate to keep the whole body in dynamic

equilibrium. The net dynamic moment vector at the hip joint. ís obtained

in the present study using equation 4.4.3. The equation represents the

total dynarnic muscle moment about the hip joint defined in the upper body

coordinate system. The integral of the moment curves divided by the tine

of support (Èotal single support) for each linb would be proportional to

the work done by the muscular forces on the upper body. The toÈal work

done by the muscular forces at the hip joint on the upper body during the

síng1e support of each linb would then show compensatory movements broughÈ

about by oLher linbs not ln support with the ground. The work performed
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each support linb as the body alternates its support bet$¡een the two

Loser linbs should be equal in the case of a syametrical gait.

Consequently a set of symmeÈry indices similar to the ones derÍved for

ground reaction-force (Section 6.4.I) were used for upper body locomotion.

As vrill be shown when presenting the results on upper body moments, the

úoroent about Èhe Z-axis in the body coordinate systen is considerably

snall when compared to the moments about the X and Y axes. Hence symmeÈry

indices f.ot Z'axis moments are noÈ considered. The symmetry indices for

the upper body are defined about the two prineipal planes of motion

(sagittal and frontal) as follows:

Synrnetry index in sagittal plane referred to as rsspt is given by

tI

'lY t2
SSP

o right 6.4.3.rt2 Ml
Y

t1

left

where,
b

\, - muscle moment about the body Y-axis for the right and left
1írnbs

- total single support, time for right lirnb

- total single support time for left linb

tt

t2

Sinílarly, Èhe symnetry index in the frontal plane or fSFPr ís given by

r E2

tI 6.4.3.2

eft

I

I
o

f,
o

o4*

l_SFP
2I

o
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whete

tI

- muscle moment about the body X-axis for the right and left
linb

and t2 are as deflned before

In comparison to equation 6.4.I.2 ar,d 6.4.L.3, the symrnetry indices

'for tlne upper body are defined with the order of lirnbs reversed in the

expression. The reason for reversíng the order will be clear when the

results are presented. The results to be presented in the next few

sections will qualitatively and quantitatively analyse the force patterns

obtained for various subjects and díscuss the various symnetry indices

obtaíned for each subject and their relaÈion to the character of gait

abnormaliÈY.

6.5 Analysís of Force and l"loment Records Obtained for a Nornal Gait

Several investigators have studied normal locomotion using different

approaches and a few have atternpted to synthesise abnormal locornotion by

measuring the displaceuent patterns of linbs in the plane of

progression[38r40]. Since locomotion lnvolves a very sensitive balance on

one foot when t,he body is ín single support phase, Èhe conËinuous process

of fall and recovery of the body as it alternates between the two feet can

be seen by the undulating pattern in ground reacÈion forces. Some of the

fine balance and synmetry seen ín normal locomotion need not be present in

the case of abnormal gait. Injury to any one of the limb joints or

"3*
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Dusculature assocl-ated I^títh the joint will shift the fine balance that

would be present otherwise. Since an overall balance has Èo be achieved

to keep the body in equílibríum, compensatory forces and moments in some

joints of the body uust come into play as a resulÈ of reduced or increased

dlsplacenents at other. segments of the body. Such a characteristic of

abnormal locomotion can be observed easily in an amputeers gait. The

ground reaction forces and displacement patterns, as reviewed in

chapter 5, were obt,ained on several subjects with gait impediment to

understand abnormal gait. Before presenËing these results, the following

points should be brought into focus. The force records obtained for

varíous subjects represent the ground reaction as measured by the force

plate from the time of contact of the foot w"ith Èhe plate until the foot

compleÈely leaves the force plate. For a short period of ÈÍme at the

beginning and end of the record, the foot in contact rdiÈh the force plate

is in double support and provides a period of indetermÍnacy in force

measurement. The force values obtained duríng these periods are not the

total indication of the reaction force on the body segment. Even though

this does not present a great problen in the understanding of force

patterns, the use of force values for obtaíning reaction moment.s about the

joint segments is not, valid. Thus, the analysis ís confined in the

present study only to the period of conplete single support on Èhe limb

considered. The beginnlng and end of complete single support is

designated |BTS'or beginnlng of total support and ETS or end of total

support. These instants are marked aecordingly in all the moment plots.

The rBTSr and rETSr nere established by carefully exaninÍng the biplane
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photographic fÍlns and the corresponding force values obtained by proper

synchronization of force and movie records.

To check the validity of the mathematlcal model proposed in

Chapter 4, a complete locomotion analysís was performed on a normal

subject. The subject, henceforth called subject A, does not presenr any

gait abnorrnality as examj-ned visually and has shown good total syrnrnetry in

force patterns over several trials. Thís subjectts force records compare

well with the one considered by Bresler et. all2?l in their investigation.

Figure 38 represent,s the single foot force records obtained for subject

A. The net upper body rnoments ,4*, ) about the translatory upper

body axes at the hip joint and about the reference axes l,,t
B

"1"' "1,
t"u"' M

B
)

ZY

are presented in Fig. 39. The net upper body moment, obtained from

Equation 4.4.3., represents the net muscular moment at the hip joint and

is prirnarily responsible for the movement of the upper body.

The transformation matrices described in Section 4.6.1 define the

relationship of the net upper body rnoment ln the upper body axes to the

moment in the space frame axes. Although the time courses of the net

upper body moments Ín Fig. 39 are typical of the subject tAt, they compare

well qualitatively with those obÈained by Breslerl22l. Breslerrs moment,

traces are also shown in Fig. 39" These traces represent the moments for

the fu1l single support cyc1e. The moments have been obËained in the
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the full single support cycle. The moments have been obÈained in the

genetaL X and Y space coordinate system. The details at Èhe beginning and

end of Breslerfs traces will not be seen in records of subject A because

they are not considered in Èhe present analysis. The moment values

obtained by Bresler are somewhat higher. Cappoz zo et. aLL94l and Boccardi

eE. al-[33r35] have also obtained net moments at the hip joint in the

sagíttaL plane and the profiles are very similar to those shown by tsresler

and their moment values are conparable. Exanrining the t.races of net upper

body moment in the body coordinate system for subject A, it can be

observed that the moment curves about the X and Z axes in the reference

and body frame have the same general pattern with almost the same mo!ûent

values. The magnitude of the moüents about the Y axes show the smallest

differences and the general pattern is the same. This closeness is

expected because upper body locomotion for normal gait involves only small

excursions about the neutral position of the body.

Even though mathenatical techniques for defining lirnb motions in a

body coordinate systen have been proposed by a few researchers[71r881,

none have applied the models for locomoÈion analysis. Thus, the upper

body momenLs defined in the body axes could not be compared with any

available records. But the general nature of the various moment curves

could be explained by the biornechanics of locomotion. Motions at the

joints are a result of internal muscle forces and external forces

represented principally by the influence of gravity and inertia of the

body. I,Ihile standing erect, the center of gravity of the body is anterior

Èo the hip joint tending to flex it and anterior to the ankle joint,

tending to dorsiflex it. Terminology used commonly to explain body
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úorions is illustrated in Fig. 40. The body stays in balance by the

combined action of the plantar flexors of the ankle and extensors of the

híp. To begin walking the plantar flexors of one leg are relaxed,

allowing the body to fall forward on that side and the other leg is

swaying forward at the híp. During the swing phase, forcible hip flexion

in the swinging leg accelerates the swinging 1eg forward, producing a

flexion at the knee during nid-stance and the leg begins to extend,

reaching full extension at the time of Ëhe next heel contact. Iumediately

on heel-contact with the ground, the pelvis and the superincumbent mass

renain approximately vert.ical. The hip is in flexion at this point. As

the body weight is applied in this position, the ground reaction force

causes flexion moment about the hip because its line of action passes

behind the knee and ankle joint and just anÈeri-or Èo the hip joint. This

initial flexion moment aE the hip joint can be seen in the traces obtained

by Bresler (Fig. 39). It will not be seen in the records obtained for

subject A since only those force records thaÈ correspond to total single

support period $Iere considered in t,he present analysis. As the major mass

of the body rotates over the ankle and knee joints between foot-flat and

mid-stance, the ground reaction force passes through and t,hen behind the

hip joint. Thus, the hi-p nornent starts swinging from a net flexion rooment

to a hip extension noment. An extensi-on moment of nearly 350 inch pounds

was obt,ained for subject A whlle Breslerrs subject has generated close Eo

450 inch pounds extension momenÈ. The normal hip motion has been observed

to be approximately 40o to 45o relative to the vertical axis in the

sagittal plane. It changes frorn approxinately 25" to 30o of flexion aÈ

heel contact t,o approximately I5o to 20o of extension (hyper extension) at
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toe off. The upper body attached to the lower Ii¡nb at the hip joint is

kept erect by the extensor muscles. They resist the flexion moment. Even

though the upper body is assumed by many investigators to st.ay erect,

duríng nor¡nal locomotion, the upper body rotates in all the planes of

noËion even though Ëhe roÈations are considerably sualler than those of

the lower linb. As the lower limb rotates forward between foot flat and

mid-stance, Èhe hip extension moments Ín the sagittal plane bring about a

tilt of the upper body (longitudinal trunk extension). The body mainÈains

equilibriurn by slightly leaning backwards to compensate the accelerating

force generated. This explains Èhe reduced sagitt.al plane moment values

about the body coordinate systen for subject A.

Angular rotations in the frontal plane are far less than Ëhose in the

sagittal plane. The motion of the hip.joint in the frontal plane was

presented in Section 4.5. The lat.eral components of moment reflect Ëhe

requirements of bipedal walking. In shifting from one leg to Èhe other,

the torso is pushed one v/ay then the other and moments which are recorded

will be somewhat. proportional to the elevation of Ëhe joint, above the

ground. This points out, the relaËively large magnitude of the lateral

component of moment at the hip as seen in l'ig. 39 for subject A.

tsreslerrs curves show sini-lar variations. The lateral moment is a product

of the vertical component, nedio lateral component and the posiËion of the

joint considered in the XY and YZ plane. The sj-de to side motion of the

pelvis i-s approxinately 3" for normal locomotion which is about I/10Eh the

Iength of teg. Using the general .order of ground reaction values obtained

in this study for normal locomotion, the contribution of medio-lateral

forces to the lateral hip monenÈ is found to be approxinaÈely twice
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those due to the vertical reacÈion forces. Thus, any large changes in the

nedío-Lateral reaction forces would result in large lateral hip moments.

This aspect can best be explalned when analysing several abnormal

locomoÈion patterns. The moment about the body fixed coordínate axes in

Ëhe Y direction did not show nuch variaÈion for subject A. As pointed out

1n ChapEer 4' the upper body rotates very liËtle about the vertical axis

and dips to about 4" or 5o in the frontal plane. One should not expect

with this srnall motion to see large variations in the t\^ro moment values.

The lateral hip moment reaches a maximum when the maximum vertical load is

being applied. The pelvis on the swing síde tends to drop when its

supporting member leaves the ground to inillate swing. At this instant,

subsÈantial uoments are generated which tend Èo adduct the hip joint. A

peak adduction moment of abouÈ 600 ín lbs was obtained for subject A.

0n1y a few investigationsl22r35] have precisely measured the laÈeral

noments. The computation of lateral moment needs measurement of the

lateral posÍtion of the various joints and the rnedío-lateral forces,

Rotation moments about the vèrtical axis have not been reported by

any ínvestlgator. The moment values are generally very small with a

naximum of 100 ínch pounds for subject A and show very little variation in

the body coordinaÈe axes. This supports the general assumption that

rotations about the vertical axis are generally snall for normal

locomotion. l.Iith this background the next section discusses the results

obtained for several abnormal galts.
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b.6 Anal is of Force and l'loment Records obtained frou Studies of

Abnornal Gait,

Several subjects with gait impediment vrere studied to better

understand the abnormal locomotion. It was felt that, by analysing

subjects who have suffered injury to various joints responsible for

loconotion, some aspects of abnormal gait could be understood more

cLearLy. Consequently several subjects undergoing rehabilitation after

surgery t,o the injured linbs were chosen for analysis. The locomotion

neasurements as ouÈli-ned in Chaper 5 were performed. llherever possible,

lhe same subject was analysed at different stages of recovery in order to

noniÈor whether changes could be detect,ed in theÍr gaiÈ. Before

presenting the individual results, a brief background i-s presenÈed on

each subject. Amongst these subjects, the results on a few, each with a

different gait inpediment will be presenred in this thesis. Subject B

suffered nultiple injuries in an automobile accident and underwenÈ

corrective surgery for a broken feuur (thigh bone) in the right leg. Both

ankles suffered nultiple fractures. Figure 4I shows the ground-reaction

force patterns for subject B approximately six months after discharge froro

hospital. The subject, who nornally depended on crutches, could and did

walk without the help of crutches. Figure 41 represents the ground

reaction components.

Kinematic measurements $¡ere not obtained for the first trial.

tr'igures 42 and 43 represent the force and moment records obtained for

subject tsr thirteen months from the first trial. The subject was able to

walk wiLhout the help of crutches and a complete locomotion measurerlerrt

was obtained at this tirne. 'Even though such measurements were obÈained
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for subiect B with the subject walking wiËh Èhe help of crutches, rhe

discussion of results is not at.tempted in this Èhesis. The crutch-

locomotion Presents nore difficulty in view of multiple support phases

when the subject strides over the force plate.

Subject C suffered injury to the right ankle. Figure 44 arid 45 show

the force and moment traces at the end of 5 weeks of rehabilitation

treatment at St. Boniface hospital. The subject could not be monitored

over a longer period due to his unavailability. The left side traces in

Figures 44 and 45 represent the records for the left linb support and the

ones on Ëhe right hand side are those obt.ained for right limb support.

Subject D, on whom gait records were obtained over Èime, had

underrvent lat,eral menisectomy in the left knee joint (surgical removal of

cartilage at, the knee joinË) and the right leg was considered normal.

I'igure 46 shows the ground force records twenty one days after the subject

was discharged from hospital. The left hand Ëraces j-n I'igure 46 represent

the force records for left linb support and the right side traces, those

of right lÍnb support. The subject was available for a subsequent Ërial

and Figure 48 represent the force records obtained three weeks afÈer Èhe

first trial. As in previous records, the 1efÈ and right limb records are

shown on the left and right side of I'igures 461 48. The moment records

for subject rDr on his first.trial are shown in Figure 47.

SubjecÈ fEr has a permanent gait inpediment due to osteo-arthriÈ.is.

The subject underwent, hip replacement surgery and has a femoral head

prosthesis (Charnleyts) inserted into the left hip bone. The subject also

suffers pain in his right hlp joint due to arthriÈis and walks with the

help of a cane. Figure 49 represents Ehose force records for subject tE',
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arlð was obtained when he walked on t,he force plate with the cane in his

LefE t.anð,. Difficulties in the analysis were experienced for subject E

sinilar to those in Èhe case of crutch walk for subject B. The cane

enhances lateral stability for gait, and the mathematical model has to be

aLtereð. to take account of the load sharing between the cane and. foot.

Hence, at Èhe present tine, only the ground-reaction forces are consj-dered

fot analysis of subject Ers gait. l'igure 50 represents the force records

obtained for subject E on a day when he was experiencing more pain in his

right hip joint. I,lith this background on the various subjects, the

anomalies in Èhe force and moment records will be examined in the

following paragraphs. The subjects may not be referred to in the same

sequence, and this is done to make the presenËation of result.s easj-er.

Subject D: Referring to the pattern of force curves obtaj-ned for subject

rDr (t'igs. 46 and 48) the vertical component of Ëhe ground-reaction for

the lefÈ leg during the first trial (Fig. 46) shows a more shallow valley

between the tlro peaks and a smaller peak aÈ the push-off phase in

conparison to the right leg Erace. The first peak in both vertical traces

ls siuilar i"n mag¡itude so that, as reviewed in Section 2.2, the maximum

forces reached at heel st.rike are comparable. The peak heel st.rike forces

are indj-cative of the acÈion of plantar-flexors aL the ankle joint. Any

injury to the ankle would reduce the magnitude of these heel sÈrike

forces. As the swinging teg and the center of gravity of the body nove

forward, the ankle moves from maximum plantar flexion to maximum

dorsiflexion just before heel-off' The gastrocnemius and soleus muscles

whose eccentric contractions control the rnotion of the ankle in
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ð,orsifLexion as well as providing the peak force during push-off

(represented by the second peak in vertical component) have their origins

around the knee joint. A subject with injury to the knee joint could be

expected to avoid the powerful contraction of these muscles. The reduced

second peak and shallower valley seen in the verËica1 force traces of the

left linb is indicative of the subject suffering from injury to the left

knee joint. Shifting attention to Èhe Èwo horizontal components of

forces, the posterior-anterior components in Fig. 46 have a more or less

sinilar pattern for both lirnbs. The variation in posterior anterior

component of ground reaction represents the net acceleraÈion and

deceleration forces of the body about the poínt of support. Since the

upper body is expected to go through the same vertical excursion during

each half of the gait cycle (unless one of t,he lower linbs is short.er than

the other) the net force need.ed to propel and reËard the body in the

forward-backward direction during the swing phase must be more or less

equal for each limb. For subject rDr che rPAIr (defined in section 6.4.1)

during the first trial was 0.91. The medio-lateral reaction curves i-n

Fig. 46 for subject rDr have shown by far the greatest variation in

ground-reaction beËween lefÈ and right leg. The rMLIr for trial I was

0.74. This asynmeEry in traces could be easily seen by examining the

records of medio-laÈera1 components in Fig. 46. For normal locomotion,

t.he angular rotations of varíous segmenÈs of the body in the frontal plane

are considerably less than those in the sagitt.al plane. Even though the

knee flexes to about 65o during the swing phase and a maximum of l5o

during t,he stance phase, a 4o rotation about the knee occurs in the

frontal plane. In the case of injury to Èhe knee even this snaller
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ro..atíorl r.rould not be Present (to avoid pain). As pointed out earlier in

Chaptet l, conpensatory forces and moments in order to maintain stability

of. the body nay be brought about by the upper body, in the event of joint

dysfunction i-n the lower linb. In the case of subject tDt, an examination

of moment records in Fig. 47 reveals the increased momenE values obtained

ç¡sn the left lirnb ¡¿as i-n support. The moments about Èhe reference and

body X-axis are greater for the left lirnb support (the in3ured lirnb) than

the right linb. The moment values about the Y-axis are comparable. To

express the variations uore quantiÈatively, the syminet.ry indices I SSPr and

fSFPr rvere obtained fron the moment records. For subject D, the tSSPr and

tSFP' during the first trial were 1.04 and 0.66 respectively. As pointed

out in section 6.3.3, Èhe syîmetry indÍces for the upper body were

expressed with the ratios reversed. The compensatory movements from the

upper body to rneintain stability would be expected to be greater when the

injured lirob is in the support phase. The compensat.ion could be seen from

the symmetry indices obtained (ref. Table 4). The rl{Llt index corresponds

to Èhe variaÈion in force obtained in the frontal plane of motion and the

similar index for the upper body would be the moment symmeÈry or |SFPI

index in the frontal plane. The rPAIr index or moment symmetry in the

sagittal plang should correspond sin'ilarly with the rSSPr. From the

values in Table 4, the values of I ì'll,lr and.r SFP| are very nearly equal and

tPAIt and rSSPt also show similar trends. Similar indices were obtained

for upper body moments about the space frame and it. should be pointed out

Ehat there is a better correlation in Èhe index values obtained in the

body frane system.

abnormal locomotíon.

The vertical inpulse index rVIr was not examined for

Since the net movement in the vertical direction is
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terplay bethteen various groups of muscles responsible for

sagittal and frontal planes, physioJ-ogical interpretation of

fvlr for abnormal locomotj-on is not atÈeropted in this

thesis '

The force records obtained for subject fDr on his second trial are

shown in Fig. 48, The moments are not Presented due to a difficulty in

daËa abstraction. However, in comparison to the first trial, t.he

increased valley between the two peaks in the vertical trace could be

noticed. The peak during the push-off period is higher too. The medio-

lateral force Èraces show a reduction in asyrnmeËry as is evident by the

syûnetry index value (Table 4) approaching unity. The posterior-anterior

traces do not show any observable changes.

Subject C: Subject rCr suffered an injury to the right ankle. Referring

to È-ig.44, the vertical component for the left leg strike shows a higher

first peak conpared to the second peak (push-off). The first, peak is

indicat.ive of a strong, above norrnal heel strike and suggests that the

body is coming down more strongly as a result of red.uced push-off forces

from the injured lirnb (right 1"g). The reduced acÈivity of gastrocnemius

and soleus muscles will produce a less t.han normal push-off force as

evident, in the vertical Erace for the right leg. Gastrocnemius, along

wi-th Soleus, forms the achilles tendon and has a corunom insertion on the

rniddle posterior surface of the ankle joint. Thus, an injury to the ankle

joint could be expected to cause a reduced activit.y of this muscle group.

In contrast to subject D, the posterior-anterior forces for subject rCr

show greater differences Ín the force generated in the supporÈ phases
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of the two limbs. Since the body pivots about the ankle joint during the

súpporL phase, the large fore-aft, shear forces would be avoided by the

,injured limb and, hence, the reducÈion i-n posterÍor-anterior ground

teactíon forces should be expected. The two-fold reduct.ion seen in

posterior-anÈerior reaction forces should produce a corresponding change

ln the compensatory novements of the upper body. The rPAIr and rsspr for

subject rCf were 1.76 and I.70, respectively. The medio-lateral forces

are also smaller during Èhe right limb support. Values of 1.55 and 1.70

r{rere obtained for rl{Llf and rSFPr, respectively. IË was also observed,

Ehat in the case of subject rCr, the sÈance phase for the injured limb is

s¡nall-er when compared to the sound linb. In comparison to subject tDt,

the syrnmetry indices in the upper body reference frame did not show as

good a correlation with the fl'll,lr and rPAIi indices. The rS¡'Pr and rSSPr

indices were 2.23 and 0.69 respectively.

Subject B: Subject rBr had a severe gait abnorrnality at the tine the

first locomotion records were obt,ained (I'ig. 4t). The subject has a

slighÈly shortened right leg (approxiuateJ-y l") as a result of the surgery

to the right leg. The subject had a large upper body tilt, leaning ro the

left side, and this could be viewed as a compensatory Daneuver by the

upPer body to maintain stability and equilibriun. The records in Fig. 4I

were obtained at the early stages of recovery from injury. At the time of

the records in l-ig. 41, the subject was on crutches for ambulati-on. The

records in Fig. 4l represent. the ground-reaction components when the

subject at.tempted to walk without the help of crutches. As could be seen

fron the force records in Fig. 4L, the subjeet produced the most unusual
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pa1-terrL of ground reactions. The force records represent a double step on

g¡s force plate starting with ríght heel strike. The vertical component

ef ground-reaction is characterised by below normal right heel strike

forces followed by above normal push-off forces. The left leg forces are

closer to normal. The posterior-anterior components shor,r similar

reductions during right leg support. The medio-laËeral force reactions,

in compari-son t.o the other ÈI^/o components, nere always on one side of Èhe

normally defined neutral position ot zero line. Some anomalies in subject

Bts force records could be explai-ned by considering the biomechanics of

such an abnormal gait. Figure 51 shows the frontal plane view (viewed

posteriorly) of a normal subject standing vertically and another sÈanding

wiÈh a tilted upper body posture (leaning to the left). In the case of

t,he normal subject, the body weight acting downwards would be balanced by

two equal reaction forces at the foot during normal standing. A static

muscle moment would be produeed at the hip joint to keep the body

vertical. For a subject with a lean to one side, the lean could be viewed

as a result of conpensatory efforÈ on the part of the neuro-muscular

system to reduce the load (to avoid pain) transmitted to the injured hip

joint (assumed to be the right in the case considered). To mainËain

stability as a result of the lean, the left hip joint would be shifted

out.wards in the frontal plane. The resultant movement (an adducÈion of

the left lower extremity) would subject the hip nuscles to a net abducÈÍon

moment to keep the hip joint from collapsing sldeways. The body stays in

equilibriurn under the action of these forces and moments. Considering

the dynauic case when the body shown in the right side of Fig. 5l begins

to move, the locomotion can be discussed as follows: commencing fron the
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tíroe the right extremity leaves the ground, Èhe pelvis on the swing side

rrould drop down from its neutral posi-tion. Substantial moments are

geîetaLed at this inst,ant which Èend to abduct the hip joint, resulting in

a reduced hip noment. The upper body would move inwards (from a lateral

byper extension Èo lateral flexion) in the fronÈal plane to maintain

equilibrium and a large angular momentum would be produced in the upper

body. In the case of an injured or diseased hip joint, the hip rotation

of the right lirnb would be restricted and the right lower limb would move

nedially as a result of upper body roomenÈum. Ilence the left linb would

strike t.he floor aË an oblÍque angle producing a resulting reaction force

poinÈed nedially. The degree of obliquity may be related to the limited

joint motion, uuscle rigidity or inability to tolerate the muscle forces.

The resultant medÍo-lateral ground reaction forces will also depend on the

above factors. The left linb movement follows the normal pattern but t,he

linb abducts more than seen duríng the swing phase. The locomotion

described is typical for the particular subject considered and, as

discussed later, subject rEr who had a sinilar upper body tÍlt produced

similar nedio-lateral force paLterns.

Subject B was examined from time to t,iue but, due to the difficulties

encountered in analysing crutch locomotion (nultiple supports on the force

plaÈe), interpretation of the statically indeteruinant results is

diffícult at present. Figures 42 and 43 represent the force and moment

records obÈained for subject B thirteen months after the first

trial. I'i-gure 42 represents a double step sEride on the force plate. The

injury recovery can be seen easily by looking at the medio-lateral ground

reactions and symmetry induced. The subject still has a slight lean on
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the upper body. A complete gait study was conducÈed on the subject and

lígure 43 represents the upPer body moment curves for subject B. The

oomenË curves show greater moment values for right linb st.rike and reduced

f¡orûent values for the left. The syrnmstry indices in Ëhe corresponding

force records were l.6l and 2.33 for rltl.lt and rPAIi, respecEively. The

upper body symnetry índices, tSFPr and fSSPr, vrere I.56 and 2.6,

respectively in the body frame and 1.42 and I.9 in the space frame.

Sub.iecÈ E: Sub ject E has a permanent gait irnpedirnent due to osteo-

arthriÈís. Although the subject underwent surgery on the left hip joint,

the subject has considerable pain in the right hip due to arthrit.is of the

right joint and hence, attempts to reduce certain modes of loading on the

right lirnb. The force records in Fig. 50 represent ground reaction

conponents when he walks with the cane and l-ig. 51 shows locomotion

without t.he cane. As wÍth subject ts, the ¡nedio-lateral forces vary only

to one si.de of t,he neutral position (the subject has a upper body lean Ëo

the left siuilar Eo that of subject B). SyrnmeÈry indices, defined in

section 6.4.I, could not be obtained, due to the swing being only to one

side. In comparing the force records, however, one could see the righE

limb reaction force (nedio-lateral) tending more tor'rards the neutral

posit.ion (¡-ig. 49) for cane walk when compared to unai-ded walk (Fig. 50).

Due to difficulÈies poínted out earlier, the momenÈ records for subject E

(kinernatic measurements were taken wiÈh the subject walking with the help

of a cane) are statically indeterminant and thus not discussed aË the

present time.
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6.7 Summa of Results on Normal and Abnormal Gait

The syronetry indices for normal and abnormal locomotion listed in

TabLe 3 and 4 clearly indicate the asymmeÈry in ground-reaction force

conponenÈs during abnormal locomoËion. Even though synrnetry indices could

not be computed for subject E, the total asyrnmetry in motion in the case

of subject E could be seen easily by examining the medio-lateral

components. The symmetry indices for normal locomotion are almost unity

and they give an integrated picture of normal ground-reaction forces j-n

the three coordinate di.rections. Displacements of the various segmenÈs of

the body in the lateral and longitudinal directions have a definite

function Ín the process of locomotion - such as stabilizing t.he body

durÍng support i-n the frontal plane and providing the propelling moment in

the sagittal plane. Displacements in the vertical direction have a less

apparent function. Hence, the symmetry indices of forces and moments in

two principal planes of motion (sagittal and frontal) were considered most

important and significant for quanËifying abnormaL locomotion. The

significance of finding'the symmst,ry index for t,he vertical component of

ground-reaction j.s noE clear at present and, hence, was not' reported for

the abnornal gaits, except to qualitatively explain abnormal locomotion.

The force symmetry indices reported for abnormal locomot,ion clearly show

the asymrnetry in gaiÈ as a integraEed parameter and could be used for

moniÈoring recovery after injury as in the pattern of force records

present,ed.

It is apparent from an examinaÈion of Table 4 that the syrnmetry

j-ndices computed from upper body moments about body coordinate axes show

clearly Èhe compensatory 'âneuver by the upper body. Values of upper body
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ßorrents are consistently higher when t.he injured lirob is in the support

phase. Even though such compensatory movements have been stated to take

pLace, they have never been measured before as symmetry parameters. The

good correlation between the symmgt,ry indices in the ground force

reactions and the moments in the body fixed axis clearly demonstrate the

va1.íòÍ-ty of using ground-force reaction componenÈs to quantify asymrnetry

Ln gait by using a force plate. In comparison, the symmetry indices

conpuËed from moments in the space reference frame do not seem to show

consistent correlatÍon. Since the body axes accurately represent the

joint angulation at. any instant., the present st.udy shows that t,he

variations in the parameters associated with human locomotion are better

represented when viewed fron the moving body coordinate reference frame.

In the case of grosser pathological gait with nuch larger angular

rotations than seen in the studies on Legg-perthes BracesIlO],

measurements in the body frame would provide greater insight into abnormal

locomotion. It is also seen from the various moment records that the hip

noment about the X-axis is considerably higher and probably nost sensitive

in indicating abnormalities in posture of the upper body. The lateral

moment maintains the body stable in the fronÈal plane. The Ewo reaction

conponents, medio-lateral and vertical, contribute to the moment in the

frontal plane. This moment would be more sensitive to changes in the

nedio-laËeral forces in view of the larger moment arm of the force vector

in the YZ plane. This sensitivity indicates the importance of measuring

the medio-lateral forces in locomotion studies.

The validity of the sinplification for approximating the total moment

at the hip joint with the moment due to ground reaction depends on the
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joint considered. The contribution of inertial and gravitational forces

on the fore-and-aft and lateral moments at the ankle, knee and hip joints

r,¡ere found to be very small Èhroughout most of the stance phase, Bresler

et.all2?l and tsoccardi et.al[35] used the same sirnplification to calculate

reaction moments about the hip joint and compared thelr results using the

analytical procedure presenÈed by Cappozzo et. al[94]. Capozzors model

includes the values of the body parameÈers which are only known

sLatistically. tsoccardi found the resulÈs to be more or less the same

r¡hen using the sinplified nodel except during the first part of the

stance-phase. In the present analysis, the beginning and end of the

sEance phase is noË consi.dered and only the period corresponding to the

total single limb support was analysed. Boccardirs[35] results also

indicate that the inertia and gravity components have lower values in the

frontal plane compared to the sagittal plane values. From the present

investigation, it is seen thaË gait abnorrnalitj-es have a close

correspondence between asynmetry in forces and asymmetry in moments in t.he

frontal plane directions and, hence, the original assumption appears

justified. More studies will have to be done to arrive at a staÈistical

analysis of t,he variation of symmetry paraneters and Èo beÈter

understand symmetry indices in other planes of mot.ion. The good

correlati"on obtained in the frontal plane symnetry indices also suggests

thaË it is possible Èo use nedio-lateral ground-reaction forces for

measuring symnetry in gait and Èo detect even small abnormalities of

locomot,ion.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

the problem studied in this dissertation can be divided broadly into

three areas: i) the development of a force plate, ii) the application of

a sinple three dimensional mathematical nodel to analyse the upper body

notions as well as the development of a set of parameters which al1ows

assessment of asymrnetry in gait, iii) Ehe clinical applicabÍlity of the

symmetry j-ndices in locomotion studies to detect gaiË disorders.

The force plate developed showed good sensitivity for the

measurement of ground-reaction forces in all three coordinate direcÈions

of motion. The sensltivity in the lateral and longitudinal direcÈions was

sufficient. to sho\,J subtle changes in the reacËion components to enable an

injury to the supporÈing linbs to be identified. It v¡as possible in Ewo

cases to monitor the injury recovery by using the force plate. The size

of the force plate was large enough to al1ow subjecÈs with pathological

gait and/or walkÍng aids Èo be wholly on the force plate during a full

gaiÈ cycle. Subjects were allowed to walk without any constraints

norually imposed by smaller force platforms. The statically determinate

force platform allowed the force plat.form to be calibraEed directly in

each measureaent direction and the total ground conponents did not need

conplicated signal processing.

The previous absence of a simple three dimensional mathematical rnodel

prompted the evolutj-on of a locomoËion model which would be easily used

by a clinician. The nodel proposed has made it possible to describe

motions in the body coordinat.e system. The space to body transformations

proposed are general enough to accept the large angle rotations
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characteristic of pathological gait and lhe accuracy of the

Eransformations are evident in the close balances obtained between the

forces and moments in the ground and upper body planes, respectively. The

nodel also resulted in the developnent of a set of symmetry indices that

would allow a clinician greater use in quantifying pathological gait from

ground-reaction force components.

Finally, in the area of clinical application of the force plate and

the mathematical model, it, was shown that gait abnormalities at different

lower lirnb joints could be identified by a qualitative and quantitative

analysis of t,he three dimensional force and moment records. Even though

the model may not determine the actual moment and force values at the

various joints (it is difficult to obtain them in a non-traumatj-c way), it

could be used for comparison of two different states of gait as shov¡n in

nonitorÍng injury recovery. A large bank of data on the force and

displacement patterns of several abnormal gait states (patients at the

Rehabilitation Center, St. Boniface Hospital) has been generated as parÈ

of this work. With the availability of a compuÈing system for future

investigators, a greater understanding of gait abnormalitj-es could be

at teilpted.

The author recommends Èhe following for future investigation:

(i) analysis of the remaining records to establish the validiÈy of

using the syrnrnetry indices as a parameter for quantifying

paÈhological gait

(ii) use of digital video cameras for future locomotion studies in

view of the enormous time needed for digitizing the motion

pÍctures.
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(iii) use of another force plate along with the existing force plaËe

for simultaneous measurement of ground-reacti-ons on boËh the

supporting lirnbs. This would enable a better understanding of

the rnechanics of locomotion during Èhe double stance period which

is a critical period for certain severely disabled states of

gait.

It is hoped thaE this work will be of use to the future researchers

in human locomotion.
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APPENDIX A

LOWER LI}TB TRANSI.'ORMATIONS

This section will outline a method for deterrnining the lower linb

rotations frorn displacement records. As pointed out in Section 4.6.2 the

roËation angles of the body coordinate axes located at the hip joint

cannot be determined conpletely with the Present body rnarker system

without irnposing cerÈain conditions on the articulation of the lower lirnb.

One approach for finding Èhe transformation matrice is outlined in

this section. The basic principle is to assume the body .*.s Zh to be

always pointed in the positive direction of the exÈremiÈy in the support

phase. This choice is not one of convenience but based on the fact that

the force vector in the leg during single support phase (total support

only) would always be in the directj-on of the leg supporting the body.

Thus, when the body is not in motion and is erect, the leg axis Zh an<l

reference Z-axís will both be parallel.

During motion of the body about the supported legr the 1eg goes

through rotations in the three-dimensional space. If the lower linb is

represented in the support phase by the position vector r' a unit.

vector along the leg axis is given as:

t =å A. I
lr I

h
A unit vector along the positive direction of Z ax|s (the reference axes
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is located at the hiP joint) will be

2n =- ì .

If xh yh zh represent the leg coordinate axes,

(fig. 52)' and \ Yz Zrís t}:'e reference axes

at =\tn-xhu"l
bt =tnro-Yh."l

4.2

fixed at the hip joint

at the hip joint, the

A.4

angular orienEaÈion of the body fixed coordj-nate axes with reference to

Èhe earth parallel reference frame can be defined by the direction cosines

of xh yh zh (with respect to Þ Yzzù. The direcrion cosines will

represent the elements of the matri* [ T5 *gl , the space to hip rotation

matrix. As the leg moves into various positions at different phases of

the gait, the rotation matrix will define the leg coordinate system at

each instant. The zh is always in the direction of the leg and xh yh zh

form a orthogonal system. If a, r b, and c, represent the components of

r in the ref erence f rarne \. YZ Z2 t tt:e coüponent form of r is

given as:

r =ât i +bt j +ct k o - 4.3

The a1 r b1 and c, can be determined by knowing the position of B with

respect to A. In Fig. 52, B represents the hip joint and A is the point

of contact of the lower extremÍ-ty r.rith the ground. The following can be

determined from motion phoEography in biplane:

and

cr Z .Z
hip heel

The biplane moÈion pictures of the adhesive markers, fixed aË the
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respectj-ve locations on the subject, would help solve equation A. 4. The

.-h
Leg axis Z" can be found by using relation A. 2. The principle behind

obtaining the leg Eransformation matrix is to obtain a set of values for

the Xh and Yh axes that would uniquely transform the position vector r

defined in reference to the leg axis. Due to the difficulty of not being

able to fix a location marker on the posterior or anterior side of the hip

joint (even though one could obtain its position by enploying some form of

approximations on the images), Ehe Èransformation procedure outlined below

would make use of the projected angles of r on the different planes of

motion to obtain a unique transformation.

rf vr , vrr , vrrr rnd vrv represent the projections of

r on the X, Y and Z axis and XY plane respectively, the projecËed. angles

between VIV 
"rrd 

Èhe axes can be obtained from the dot product of VIV

and vrv . lf a' is the angle between vr and vrv , then

ûI IV

cOSo, r A.5
^IVvl

and

x ûtu 
I

sinç¡ I A.6

v

I
v

af
v

I ir I r itut
Sinilarly if Ê 

t represents the angle between

îIII. ;
cosg I

III
v and r , then

A.7

A.8

. ^llllv I r

and

I ittt* ;
sinp I

^ IIIv r
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The unit vectors

¡esolving the comPonents

Thus

ûtt, and ûIV "r" 
obtained by

of î in the respective directions.

çIIIçr

I rl

l;l
Iv

tîl
lo j

lil

Io
lr
Lo

ar I +br J +cr k
2 2

/(at * br + c1)
2

ol
o l-

I0l

A.9

A. t0

A. ll

A. 12

and

II ar 1 +bt J +cr k
v

v

and finally

2 2 2
/(at * br + c1)

22/(ar * br
2+ c1 )

rrr aI I +br i +ct k

al l- +bl j +cr k 0
I
0

îIV =
+

In the rotation described above, angle Br represents the rotation

about the X-axis and c, 
I represents the resultant rotation about the Z-axis

(sirnilar to the Eulerian r¡ and O rotations described in Chapter 4). The

space to body transformation rnatrix could be solved with respect to the

known quantitÍes Zh, c'and gt to obtain t.he various elements of the

marríx It, *n].

The transformation outlined above would describe the rotaEion of

lower linb leg .".s Xh yh zh with respect to the reference axes xz yz 22.

In the locomotion nodel proposed, the moments in the upper body axes can

be determined without knowledge of rotation angles for the lower limb.

Even though the reaction moments at hip joint in the lower

2
/ (at

2
br + c1 )

2
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limb coordinate axes are obtainable using

clinical significance of such an attempt

¿nd, hence, the corresponding results are

disserÈation.

the above procedure, the

is not clear at the present time

not presented in Èhis

{
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APPENDIX B

Program TBALAI2T vlas developed to compute the various quantities

described in the ¡nathematical model. The listing of the program for a

rHP4lCf is presented in this section. The block diagram for the program

is given below followed by the listing of the progran.

tslock Diagrm for rBALA12l

Step I, II

Step III

SËart
Calculate mouents about
reference axes at CG +-

+

Unitize displacement
vector for lower limb +

+

Lower limb rotation rnatrix
+

Lower lirnb Eulerian angle
+

Check lower limb transformation
+

Ivloments in hip frame
+

Unitize hip vector
+

Unitize upper body
displacements

+

Calculate T

+

Upper body rotaËion matrix
+

Eulerian angle for upper body
+

Calculate constants a, b, d

+

Upper tsody rotation matrix
+

Upper body rotation angle
+

Input displacement and
ground-reaction values

Input displacement
values

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

SÈep

Step

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV, XV

XVI
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Step XVII'XVIII

and XIX
Check upper body transformation
for uniqueness

+
l"loments about CG in body
frame

+
Projected angles for the
two segments

+

Display and print result,s
+

Run subroutine rBAl"Al3r for
neË Ðoment in body frame,
display and print results

SteP XX

Step XXI, XXII
and XXIII

Step XXIV

' tsALAl3 |
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I IV
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53

54
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56
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59

6t
6t
62

RCL

RCL

RCL

+

*
RCL

RCL

RCL

+

*

STIJ

46

5t
48

8sILBL .EULER L.
86 RCL 52

87 RCL 51

t8*
89 CHS

99 sT{] 83

9l RCL 5l
92 y,+2

93 RCL 5t
94 k'1?

?5+
96 5T0 04

97 RIL 53

98 RCL 52

99*
t0g cHs

l8l 5Tü It
rB2 RCL 53

163 Xle
t04 RilL 5l
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109 +
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Table

Characteristlc of

I

Performance the Force Plate DeveloPed

N

\o

Horizontal dlrectlon

! I/2 pound

t 60 pounds

0.5%

0.21[

t7"

16 Hz

Vertical direction

I pound

0-300 pounds

L%

0.17.

27"

17 Hz

! t/2"

RESOLUTION

RANGE

LINEARITY

CROSS-TALK

DRIFT

RESONANT FREQUENCY

CENTER OF PRESSURE
RESOLUTION



Table 2

Types of Eulerian Rotatlons generally found in Literature

Type I

{ about Z

0 about Y

Q about X

(.¡l
o

Type III

rlr about Z

q about Z

0 about Y

Type II

$ about Z

r! about Z

0 about X



Table 3

Values of Syrnmetry Index for Normal LocomoÈion

(Jl

IPAII

Mean SDEV

1.055

1.04I

r .038

1.125

0. 021

o.027

0. 032

o.o42

'MLI I

Mean SEDV

1. 100

r.200

1. 118

1.006

o.024

0.0r1

0.004

0.017

IVI I

Mean SDEV

I .008

1.005

0.994

I .010

0.005

0.0r8

0.006

0. 020

Body Weight
(lbs)

r25

154

175

205

Subj ect

I

2

3

4



Table 4

Symmetry Indices for Abnormal Locomotion

*Results are not presented due to some difficulÈles in data
reducÈ ion.

L't
l.J

REFERENCE N(ES

SFP SSP

1.42 1.9

0. 692.23

0.60 0.80

* *

BODY AXES

SFP SSP

1.56

r.70

2.6

r .71

0.66 1.04

* *

IPLI'

2.33

r.7 6

0.9 r

0.88

IMLI'

1.61

r .55

0.7 4

0.92

Subject B

Subject C

Subject D

Trail I

Trall II



Table 5

Scheme of s Recorded on Magnetic TaPe

(Jt
U)

Recorded

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

Verti.cal component at suPPort A

VerÈical component aÈ support C

Comparator outPut

Center of force - x coordinate

Center of force - Y coordinate

Sum of mediolateral forces

Mediolateral component at Corner A

Mediolateral component aÈ Corner C

Posterior-anteríor f orce

ucerstransVerti
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I . Medion Plone
2. Sogillol Plone
3. Fronlol Plone
4. Tronsverse Plone

Figure I Planes normally considered in human locomotion
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Figure 2 A normal gait cycle
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Figure 6 Vertícal suspenslon element shor¿ing location of
strain gauges
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Figure 7 Horizontal suspension element rdf showing gauge
locations
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Figure B General view of force plate, suspension elements, calibration
frame and background markers
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Figure 9 Strain bridge configuration for vertical transducer
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Figure l0 Strain bridge configuration for horízontal transducer
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Fígure 12 InsËrumentation amplifíers for balancíng, scaling
and signal processing
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Figure 33 Jig for experímental verifj,cation of the model
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